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untiring industry of the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy
for Scotland.

C. L. E.

We arc compelled to reserve lo a future occasion our notice of the
' Fourteenth Report of the District, Criminal and Private Lunatic
Asylums in Ireland.

PART III.-QUARTERLY REPORT ON THE PROGRESS
OF PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE.

Nora BY THE EDITORS.â€”We are reluctantly compelled ly the
space occupied by the lengthened lieport of the Annual Meeting
of the Medico-Pxycholoyical Association, and the Original Articles
contributed to this number, to omit the Quarterly licpin'ts on the
Progress of Foreign and English Psychological Medicine.

PART IV.-NOTES AND NEWS.

TILE MEDICO-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Proceedings at the Annual Meeting of the Association, held at the
lioyal College of Physicians, on Thursday, July YÃ²th,18G5.

THE Council met in the College at ten A.M., Dr. Monro, President, in the
chair.

The morning meeting was held in the large library at eleven, A.M.; the
afternoon meeting at three, P. M.

Members present.â€”Dr. Wood (President), in the chair; Baron Mundy,
Dr. Thurnam, Dr. Hitohman, Dr. Kirkman, Dr. Monro, Dr. Boyd, Dr.
Davey, Dr. Langdon Down, Mr. Sankey, Dr. Duncan, Dr. Maudsley, Dr.
Robertson, Dr. Paul, Dr. Gardiner, Dr. Tuke, Dr. Willett, Dr. Arlidge,
Dr. Hunt, Dr. Belgrave, Mr. lies, Dr. Blandford, &c. &c.

Visitors .â€”Dr. Ilaviland, Dr. Hart Vinen, Dr. Webster, Rev. A. Garfitt,
Dr. Thorold.
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Dr. 'Mauro.â€”Inresigning this chair to my successor, I would express my

sense of the great honour which I have received in having occupied it. I
feel how little I have been able to do to advance the interests of the Asso
ciation ; but, at the same time, I feel that owing to our meeting only once a
year, any want of improvement is not entirely my fault. I wish heartily
that measures of progress could be more often discussed. Our meetings at

(present certainly are of a thoroughly English character : we generally begin
with an agreeable soirÃ©e,we then discuss important measures, and finally
we finish with a good dinner. Still, it would be a very good thing if we had
more frequent meetings, and also, I think, if we had a place of our own to
meet in. I must not, however, detain you, for there is a great deal of matter
to be discussed, and you will have an interesting address from Dr. Wood.
Before vacating the chair, I may say that there is no one to whom I would
rather do so than to my friend and colleague, Dr. Wood, with whom I have
been associated for many years in a mild and gentle intercourse, which I
truly rejoice at. I beg to resign the chair to Dr. Wood.

The President, on taking the chair, delivered the following ADDRESS:â€”
My first duty, gentlemen, in taking tliis chair, is to thank you very sin

cerely for the distinction you have conferred upon me by placing me in the
position of your representative for the ensuing year.

The honour of presiding over any gathering of scientific men within these
walls is one of which any physician may feel proud ; and the very fact of this
privilege being accorded us is a recognition on the part of the most distin
guished medical corporation in the kingdom, of the importance of our Asso
ciation, and of the noble purposes for which we are banded together.

It is a source of gratification to me to have been chosen to stand on the
roll of your presidents next to my esteemed friend and colleague who pre
ceded me in this office, and I shall be quite content if I succeed in perform
ing the duties as much to your satisfaction as he has done.

In addition to hereditary professional rank as the direct representative of
a long line of eminent physicians who have distinguished themselves in this
department of medicine, he has made for himself an independent reputation,
and with the genuine philanthropy of a Christian gentleman has given much of
his time to provide for the necessities of the destitute, while the enjoyment of
his leisure hours has been the cultivation of art. With such antecedents, such
a disposition, and such habits and tastes, he could not fail worthily to fill
such a position as that from which he has just retired. It was under the
guidance of his revered father that, as a junior colleague, I learned almost
my first lessons in insanity ; and it has been a source of peculiar pleasure to
me that, although in another field, it has been my good fortune to be asso
ciated in similar duties with the worthy representative of so excellent a man
and so faithful a friend.

The modesty of our late President led him to establish a precedent which
I am not disposed altogether to disregard, for I think the usage of our Asso
ciation may with advantage be modified as far as regards the time occupied
in the delivery of an elaborate address. While, therefore, I am not entitled
to claim the exemption for which he stipulated, I yet propase so far to follow
his example as to trespass but briefly upon your attention, for our time is
short, and there are important subjects awaiting our consideration. The
notices of some of these read as if they were controversial ; but I need hardly
express a hope that whatever differences of opinion these questions may
elicit, we shall all be prepared to give one another credit for desiring the
same things, viz., the welfare of that large family of our afflicted fellow-
creatures who look to us specially as their protectors, and the prosperity of
our Association. Nothing, certainly, is so essential for the prosperity of any
society as hearty co-operation; and in proportion, I believe, as we make this our
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rule of action, will be our power of usefulness both to the insane community
and to ourselves. To adopt the motto of a small but gallant neighbouringnation, " L'Union fait la force," and if we would influence public opinion and
exercise any control over legislation in reference to insanity, we must pre
sent a united front. We have to bear in mind that the public looks with a
degree of suspicion, if not upon ourselves personally, at least upon the
powers entrusted to us, and upon the opinions we are occasionally called
upon publicly to express. And for these and other reasons we scarcely
occupy so good a position in the estimation of the public as those other
members of our profession who have not made the treatment of insanity the
study of their lives. There are many intelligible causes which, no doubt,
contribute to this state of things, and among them the most prominent may
be traced to prejudices and mistaken notions, which are, in fact, the rem
nants of superstition and ignorance. The ideas of former times still prevail
to a great extent throughout society, nor are the members of our own pro
fession entirely free from them. The surprise so often expressed by visitors
to asylums at the order and tranquillity of these establishments, is evidence
that they were prepared for a very different sight, and that they had hitherto
entertained the most mistaken notions as to what constitutes insanity in a
large proportion of the cases detained under care and treatment. Indeed,
it is astonishing how frequently, even among the educated classes, a person
whose mental condition has become impaired is at once looked upon as
separated by an indefinite distance from his fellow-creatures in almost all
that relates to the pursuits and duties of life. The world, knowing little of
the almost imperceptible differences which in many cases separate the sane
from the insane, assumes the existence of a great gulf between them ; and
except when personally concerned or interested in individuals, is content to
avoid so painful a subject, and all concerned with it.

Having occupied the various positions, both in public and private, through
which our members pass to the higher appointments which are open to them
in connection with asylums and hospitals for the insane, I know something
of the sacrifices they make for the public good, and therefore of the claims
which, I believe, if fairly represented, there would be every disposition, on
the part of the legislature and of the magistrates throughout the kingdom,
to recognise. As a general rule, I think we shall all be prepared grate
fully to acknowledge the consideration and support which we receive from
the governing bodies of the institutions to which we respectively belong.
And with regard to the hospital to which I have the honour to be attached,
I may say that nothing can exceed the courtesy and kindness shown to the
medical officers. Notwithstanding the prejudices we have yet to combat, we
may without any arrogance claim a high place in the ranks of those who
devote themselves to the service of their fellow-creatures, for of all the
derangements to which the delicate mechanism of our mysterious being is
liable, none can require the exercise of higher qualities of mind and cha
racter in their treatment than that which reduces the highest intelligence to
the helplessness of infancy, and throws upon us the noblest duty that one
frail mortal can be called upon to perform for another. The mental phy
sician must be patient and self-denying ; gentle, yet resolute ; sensitive, yet
discreet : he must be content with very moderate worldly advantages, for, as
a rule, his ambition must be limited to the immediate sphere of his duties.
in one sense his aspirations must be of the loftiest, having for his vocationand aim the restoration of man's most noble attribute. In another sense,
they must be of the narrowest, for he is too often forbidden to let any be
yond the walls within which he labours benefit by his experience. Not
withstanding this, as I believe, most unwise restriction, it yet remains our
especial province to enlighten the public ou the subject, and to remove the
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erroneous impressions which exist so greatly to the disadvantage of the
insane.

It is in view of this duty that our position assumes an importance which
can scarcely be over-estimated, for to our judgment are constantly referred
questions of the deepest interest and the most momentous consequences, asaffecting the domestic1 happiness of families and the future welfare of indi
vidualsâ€”to say nothing of those perplexing problems involved in the pica
of insanity and the mental fitness to dispose of property, which in the most
able hands tend to opposite conclusions. There can scarcely be a more diffi
cult, delicate, and important question submitted to the thoughtful consider
ation of a physician than that which is suggested by the anxieties of the
friends of young persons about to contract marriage, when it has been found
that some near relative of one of the parties has suffered, or is even at the
time suffering, from insanity. There are many persons so situated who,
from conscientious motives which we cannot but respect, determine this
question for themselves, and firmly maintain the resolution to continue single
for life. It would be well for society if these formed a larger class ; but it
is perhaps expecting too much of human nature to calculate upon such self-
denial being at all general, and consequently the duty devolves upon us of
advising the parties, and no duty which can be imposed upon us requires in
its performance greater discretion. Doubtless the advice, whatever it may
be, is more frequently disregarded than acted upon. For this tea are not
responsible; we can only exercise our judgment to the best of our ability.
But we may be sure that our decision will be severely criticised, and that
our reputation will be in some danger of suffering if we have given a liasty
opinion. It is unnecessary to dwell upon the great variety of momentous
questions which are continually propounded to us as illustrating the perplex
ing and anxious nature of our duties as alienists, but we could scarcely have
n more striking instance of the extreme difficulty of these inquiries than that
which is afforded by the memorable case of Townley, whose mind was pro
nounced to be sound and unsound at the same time by equally high and
unquestionable authority, and whose wretched end not only strengthened
the opinions of those who contended that he was a fit subject for punish
ment, but also of those who held that by reason of mental infirmity he was
irresponsible.

In speaking of the error, which is so common, of exaggerating mental
disturbance, we may not forget that there is a difficulty in the opposite
direction of no less importance, and perhaps even of a more dangerous
nature, viz., that of unwillingness to recognise the incipient stages of insanity,
and the determination to adopt any rather than the true explanation of
symptoms which are so much dreaded. This is very much owing to the
views held by members of our own profession; and legislation has undoubtedly
tended to increase the difficulty by measures which, though intended for the
protection of the insane, have had the very opposite result. Hence it is no
uncommon thing for medical men to refuse to certify rather than incur the
personal responsibility which attaches to the performance of such a duty.
And it has occurred to me to witness the anxiety and distress of the friends
of patients, who, under these circumstances, have been powerless to exercise
any effective control. In my opinion legislation is yet required to give pro
visional authority to deal with the incipient stages of insanity, and to protect
medical men in the performance of duties which are imperatively necessary,
and which indeed may not be neglected without danger to society. The
interests of the patient, too, are often seriously compromised by neglecting
proper treatment on the first appearance of the malady ; or, by what is
sometimes still worse, attempting injudicious interference. Might it not be
competent for a county court judge, who is now invested with some of the
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power hitherto wielded by the chancery judges, or for a magistrate, to
issue a permission in private for a limited period on the affidavits of the
medical attendant, or others, giving authority to the friends to place a
patient under control in his or her own house, which authority should carry
with it power to introduce medical men for the proper examination of the
patient, and should be for them a legal justification ? At present, if a
patient be cunning or rational enough to stand on his rights and refuse ad
mission to the doctors, a certain risk attends any one who intrudes unbidden,
and the public is sure to sympathise with one who, under such circumstances,
has been approached by stratagem and then removed under false pretences.
And yet the law, as it appears to me, most ungenerously leaves the parties
to neglect their duty or to practise deception, rather than define how an
obvious duty may be properly performed. It is not dealing fairly with the
members of our profession to leave them in the power of any alleged lunatic
to involve his medical attendant in the costly defence of an action for having
done that which it was his duty to do, no less in the interests of the patient,
and his family, than that of society generally.

If a medical practitioner, on approaching a patient, could tell him can
didly that he had legal authority to visit him for the purpose of forming an
opinion of his state of mind, there would be no need for the evasions and
subterfuges which are so often resorted to, and sometimes so injudiciously,
and one reasonable ground of complaint would often be avoided ; for the
insane are not less sensitive than other people on the point of deception
practised towards them, and it is not unfrequently the ground of their
reproachful remonstrance that they were unnecessarily deceived, while had
they known the purport of the visit they would have behaved quietly. As
it is, evasion in too many cases is the only way of avoiding violence and ;i
public exposure of a very distressing kind, which would often be prevented
by being in a position to deal candidly with the patient.

Again, legislation is required to deal more economically with very small
properties of persons who become insane ; or, at. least, with their incomes.
For, as the law stands, or rather in the absence of any law on the point, it is
only by suppression of the facts or by some irregular proceeding that the
relatives of a patient can make his income available for his own or hisfamily's maintenance ; so that the means of frustrating any plans and
depriving himself of the benefit of proper treatment, and possibly of the
chnnce of recovery, are, as it were, deliberately given and not unfrequently
made use of by the patient, to the prejudice of himself and the extreme
perplexity of his family.

Neither does there appear any reason why the law should hold out to
certified patients a temptation to escape from the position in which the law
itself hns formally sanctioned their being placed for the purposes of treat
ment. The very knowledge on the part of patients that if they can succeed
in escaping from control and conceal tlivinsulves for fourtei'ii days they are
free, acts in many cases most prejudicially, and exposes their friends to a
great deal of unnecessary anxiety. If it is lawful and right that they should
be kept under control, it seems inconsistent to encourage them to break
from that control; and the promise of freedomâ€”perhaps the most tempting
offer that can be made to themâ€”if they succeed in deceiving those in charge
of them is calculated to keep alive not only a feeling of wrong inflicted upon
them which they ought not to endure, but to maintain a condition of rest
lessness and excitement which seriously affects their prospects of recovery.
Of course, as a rule, tranquillity of mind is the most important condition
that we endeavour to secure for our patients, and in many cases it requires
the most judicious management to bring them to acquiesce in the propriety
of their separation from the world. Uncertainty of any kind is very in-
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jurious, and surely nothing should be done or countenanced which encou
rages the idea that they are in any sense oppressed. In fact, the direct
encouragement to break what ought to be considered the law, may naturally
suggest the idea that the whole proceeding is illegal ; and we all know
how frequently this view of the case is urged upon us by those patients who,
though insane, are yet rational enough to argue on the legality of their
detention.

All legislation, in fact, seems to assume the necessity of protecting the
insane from those whom they should be taught to consider their friends and
protectors.

It is specially to the members of our Association, which embraces almost
all the practitioners in lunacy in the kingdom, and which also claims as be
longing to its family the superintendents of the asylums in India and the
colonies,â€”it is, I say, to us that the public must look for guidance on the
subject of insanity. For the omission of this study from the course of
instruction prescribed for the medical student, can only have resulted in the
very imperfect information of medical practitioners, and consequently in the
general ignorance of society of all that relates to the subject.

It is satisfactory to know that a beginning has been made to supply this
most important part of a thorough medical education, and in more than one
medical school in the metropolis special lectures have been delivered on
insanity. The time has, perhaps, scarcely arrived for making such attendance
compulsory, because I believe that lectures alone, if not illustrated, would be
of comparatively little value ; and the experiment has yet to be tried of how
far the hospitals and the asylums in the neighbourhood of London can be
made available for the instruction of all the medical students who flock to
the metropolis. Occasional visits may no doubt be made with very great
advantage to county asylums at a distance from town, but for the purposes
of systematic teaching, it must be institutions within a moderate distance to
which we must principally look for the means of illustrating the lectures de
livered in the schools. While, therefore, I am a warm advocate for making
the study of insanity a part of the medical curriculum, and hope to see the
facilities for such studies afforded to every student of medicine, I should
deprecate any hasty legislation on the subject, and think it would be unwise
to attempt to make that immediately compulsory, which yet requires the
experience of a permissive arrangement. There can be no doubt that any
teaching which is not practical must be unsatisfactory, but as regards in
sanity, illustration is essential; for the most accurate description fails
entirely to convey any intelligible idea of the infinite variety of cases with
which it is necessary for every practitioner in medicine to be familiar, who
would assume the responsibility of treating insanity, and advising the relatives
of insane persons.

The Report on the Superannuation Clause will explain to you better than
I can what is asked for superintendents of asylums.

The claims of such of us as are giving up our lives to the service of
the insane, and through them to the service of the public, will not be ques
tioned by any who know what that duty involves, and what sacrifices must
be made in performing that duty efficiently. There is, I suppose, no position
in life where the nervous system is subjected to a more severe and con
tinuous strain than in that occupied by a medical superintendent of an
asylum. I think we are all on the same footing in this respect : I mean, that
what is wanting in the anxieties and labours of one, is compensated for by
some increased cares in another, and, that this is the same whether engaged
in conducting a private licensed house, or in managing a large county
asylum. In the latter, however, as I think unwisely, the resident superin

tendent is debarred from the opportunity of improving hia income, and
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giving society the benefit of his experience, by regulations which oblige him
to devote the whole of his time to the duties of his oflice. I doubt much
those duties being any better performed by a man whose time is entirely
passed within the walls of an asylum, and who is practically denied the ad
vantage to be derived from that interchange of ideas which is such a relief
to the arduous labours of other practitioners. Doubtless there are those
who, with studious habits, prefer comparative seclusion, and to whom the
retirement of an asylum is as congenial as the cloisters of a college ; but
even to those so constituted, there are depressing influences from which
other classes of students are exempt. And, after all, most of us are pos
sessors of temperaments which expose us to greater wear and tear of mind
and body than perhaps any other class of professional men. Instances of
longevity are comparatively rare in our profession, and in our special branch
of it we cannot but be painfully conscious of the frequent, occasions when
we are reminded not only of the uncertainty of life, but of the danger to
which we are all exposed, of breaking down under the life of toil and anxiety
which is inseparable from our vocation. It is true that we are so differently
constituted, that one is able to bear what would crush another ; but to all
the burden is a heavy one. Within the last twelve months two of our members
have been compelled to seek in prolonged absence from their duties a
restoration of health, which had been seriously impaired ; and we have seen,
with much regret and sympathy, those who have borne the burden nnd heat
of the dayâ€”who once stood foremost amongst us, one after the other, fall
out of our ranks overladen and overwhelmed with their task, and leaving to
us a warning which we shall do well to heed.

The time and place seem appropriate to pay a passing tribute to the
memory of one who, though not a member of our Association, was, as achancellor's visitor, in some respects identified with us. The late Dr.
Southey, who has just gone to his rest full of years and honours, was a dis
tinguished fellow of this college, and those of us who were brought into
official contact with him will bear their willing testimony to the kindness
and consideration with which he performed his duties, whilst the profession
generally, and, indeed, all who knew him, felt that he was in every way
worthy of the distinguished name he bore.

If I have appeared to dwell upon the shady side of the picture which our
careers represent, I am not unconscious of the bright, I may say of thu
brilliant, side ; for while we have much to harass and to trouble, we have a
compensation in the joy with which it is at times our privilege to hail the
return of reason, and surely there can be no compensation comparable to
that of restoring to the bosom of the great human family even one wandering
spirit. We have, then, a noble vocation, I might say, a sacred mission ; and
if we labour truly to do our duty, assuredly our reward will be great.

" The lives of great men all remind us,
We may make our lives sublime,

And departing leave behind us
Footprints on the sunds of time.

" Footprints that perhaps another,
Sailing o'er life's solemn main,

A forlorn ami shipwrecked brother,
Seeing, shall take heart again.

" Let us, then, be up and doing,
With a heart for auy fate ;

Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labour and to wait."
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Dr. Take announced that he had received letters of regret for their un
avoidable absence from M. Brierre de Boismont, M. Jules Falret, Ur. Browne,
Dr. Lalor, Dr. Laycock, Dr. Sankey, Dr. Stewart, Dr. Burnett, and several
other members.

Dr. Thurnnm.â€”I cannot refrain from rising at this point in our pro
ceedings, and before the ordinary business is proceeded with, to move that
this Association express its deep sense of the highly able and eloquent
address we have just had the pleasure of listening to from the President.
It appears to me that to defer it to a later period of our proceedings would
not be acknowledging the merits which I am sure we all feel belong to it.

Dr. ilonro.â€”I am very happy to second that.
"'fThe President.â€”Imust not be so vain as to occupy your time any further.
I thank you very sincerely for your appreciation of my humble efforts to do
my duty here ; and I also beg to thank my friend, Ur. Thurnam, for the
kind way in which he has proposed such a very complimentary resolution.

Dr. Monro.â€”Will you allow me to ask whether it is customary on these
occasions to go into any points which have been particularly mentioned inthe President's address, or whether the short space of time at our disposal
would compel us to go on with the ordinary business ? I beg to a.sk the
question, because I feel that many of the things which Ur. Wood has so
eloquently put forward, are matters of the greatest interest and importance;
and I should have been very glad to hear what various members of the
Association may have to say upon them. Of course there are other subjects
which Dr. Wood has not referred to, but those which he has referred to are
matters which press very heavily upon us; and I think it would be doing
honour to him, as well as to the subject, to allow ourselves the opportunity
of goinj; into those points a little, unless there should be a special reason
against it.

Dr. Tute.â€”I think I may answer that it is not the general custom to
discuss the President's address. We are not at all bound by the opinions
he may utter, and it would be, I think, extremely inconvenient if the
meeting were to discuss the opinions of individual presidents. There may
be some on which we should differ very much. I think it is not the general
practice of the Association to discuss them. T speak in the presence of
members of the society who have filled the office of president in former
years.

Dr. Ã€rlidge.â€”Itseems to me very undesirable that the suggestions made
by our presidents from year to year should be allowed to drop through and
be taken no notice of, which will be the case if the address is not to be dis
cussed. I think it would be very desirable that the suggestions should be
put before a committee of the Association to be reported on at a future
meeting. We hear from year to year very valuable suggestions thrown out
by the President in his address, but we hear no more of them afterwards ;
and I think we should be gainers if we were to adopt some such system as I
have mentioned.

The President.â€”I think, perhaps, the more convenient course will now be
to take the business as it appears in the agenda before us, and then if we
have time to raise any of these other points for more particular consideration,
it will be competent for us to do so; but our time is short, and I am afraid
we shall soon find it slip away in discussing what is put before us as a matter
of form and necessity. The first question, I believe, according to the
ordinary routine is to determine where shall be THE NEXT PLACE or
MKETixG. There is something a little peculiar connected with that question
upon the present occasion, inasmuch as the place of meeting this year is
bound up almost necessarily with the election of your next President.
Now, I believe I am authorised to say that if we shall determine that the
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meeting shall be at Edinburgh, we shall have the great advantage of the
presidency of Dr. Browne, the distinguished Commissioner in Lunacy for
Scotland. I think, therefore, that the circumstances under which we might
meet at Edinburgh, are so favorable to the interests of the Association, that
I would now move from the chair that our annual meeting in 1866 be held
Â¡nthat city. I propose, therefore, that we now proceed to determine
whether or not the place of meeting next year shall be Edinburgh ? If any
gentleman has any other place to propose, or any observation to make upon
the subject, I shall be very happy to hear him ; but if no member has any
observation to make upon the question, I will put it at once to the meeting.

The resolution was seconded by Dr. Lockhart Robertson, and carried
unanimously.

The President.â€”The next business, then, gentlemen, will be to proceed to
THE ELECTIONOF PRESIDENT,which, it appears by the rules, must be by
ballot. I venture to propose, then, with your permission, that Dr. Browne,
the Commissioner for Scotland, be our next President.

Dr. Monro.â€”Ibeg to second that.
The ballot was, according to the existing rules, then taken, the names

being written on the papers. The result was, that Ur. Browne was elected.
The President.â€”The next duty will be to appoint EDITORS FOR THE

JOURNAL.
Dr. Duncan.â€”Ipropose that the editors, Dr. Lockhart Robertson and Dr.

Maudsley, be re-elected.
Dr. Shepperd.â€”Ihave much pleasure in seconding that. (Carried unani

mously.)
Dr. Monro.â€”Ibeg to propose that we re-elect THE TREASURER, Dr.

Paul.
The motion was seconded by Dr. L. Robertson, and carried unanimously.
The President.â€”The next duty is to appoint the GENERAL SECRETARY.
Dr. Ilitchman.â€”I propose that Dr. Harrington Tuke be re-elected General

Secretary.
The motion was seconded by Dr. Gardiner, and carried unanimously.
Dr. Tuke.â€”Mr. President and Gentlemen,â€”I am very much obliged to

you for re-electing me. I am breaking through the routine of silence for
one moment ; first, to thank you, and secondly, to congratulate the society
upon its present flourishing condition, having to-day, I am happy to say, a
list of new members larger than ever. I only wish to take the advantage of
my present opportunity of speaking to mention the great importance of our
annual discussions. Dr. Arlidge mentioned to-day the advantage of dis
cussing some of the topics touched on by the President. I may say that
our discussions on Bethlehem, begun first by Dr. Robertson, continued by
myself last year, and to be continued this year by Dr. Robertson, have
been read with much interest. I may instance, for example, that Dr.Robertson's remarks upon Bethlehem have been largely quoted in the medi
cal papers ; and, I had the honour of being summoned to give evidence be
fore the Commission for the Abolition of the Punishment of Death, solely
from the fact of our resolution upon this subject having been unanimously
passed. The members of both Houses took great interest in the fact of the
Association having unanimously passed the resolution, and they asked
whether it was so, and whether we did not some of us differ. I am quite
sure we shall hereafter be of a great deal of use in Psychology in discussing
subjects, and coming to conclusionsâ€”if unanimously, of course so much
the better. I have to thank you very much for my re-election.

The President.â€”The next question is, whom you will please to appoint as
your AUDITORS.
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Dr. Robertson.â€”One Auditor, Mr. Sankey, is eligible for re-election, and
Dr. Helps retires. I beg to propose that Dr. Sheppard takes his place.

Dr. Mo/irÃ².â€”Ibeg to second that.
The resolution was put to the meeting, and carried unanimously.
The President.â€”We have now to elect Tun HONORARY'SECRETARIESFOR

SCOTLANDANDIRKLANÂ».
Dr. Robertson.â€”Ipropose the re-election of Drs. lÃ®orieand Stewart.
This was seconded by Dr. ilaudsley, and carried unanimously.
The President.â€”We now proceed to the election of MEMBERS OF

COUNCIL.
Dr. Arlidge.â€”It will be very desirable to know the names of the Council.
Dr. Take.â€”At present the names of the members of the Council are Drs.

Conolly, Hitchman, Duncan, Davey, Sibbald, and Sir Charles Hastings. I
may say, the Council to-day have debated this question, and it was proposed
that the number should be increasedâ€”that the present members should re
main, and that two new namesâ€”those of Dr. Thurnam and Dr. Boydâ€”
should be added. It may save time, the Council having recommended that,
to put it as the suggestion of the Council, and to state that we propose
to alter the rule, making the Council consist of eight members instead of
six.

Dr. Nauddcy.â€”I beg to propose that the former members of the Council
be re-elected with the addition of Dr. lioyd and Dr. Thurnam.

Dr. Paul.â€”I beg to second that.
The motion was carried unanimously.
The President,â€”The next business before us will be the REPORT or THE

TREASURER.Dr. Paul read the Treasurer's Report.
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Dr. Maudsley.â€”Ibeg to move that the Treasurer's Report be adopted.

'L The motion was seconded by Dr. Robertson, and carried unanimously.
Dr. Tute.â€”I have now to propose the election of twenty ordinary mem

bers, whose names have been submitted to and approved by the Council
this morning. The rules require that the election of members be by ballot,
and I would ask the President whether he requires that a separate ballot be
taken for each name, or whether a general ballot may not suffice ?

The President.â€”The rule only requires that new members should be by
ballot ; it does not specify that it should be a separate ballot for each indi
vidual. I think there is no doubt about that. If you find any black balls
at allâ€”if there is only one black ballâ€”we may then proceed to ballot
separately for each member ; but I conceive there is nothing at all in oppo
sition to the letter and spirit of our rules in balloting for the whole, in the
first instance, together.

Dr. Tute read the names of the members, which were as follows :â€”
Edward S. Haviland, M.D., 13, Lyon Terrace, Maida Hill.

Â» T. B. Belgrave, M.D., County Asylum, Lincoln.
Charles Berrell, Esq., County Asylum, Warwick.
J. N. Simpson, M.D., County Asylum, Gloucester.
Hyde MePherson, Esq., Borough Asylum, Norwich.
J. Edmundson, M.D., District Asylum, Clonmel.
Algernon Chapman, Esq., County Asylum, Abergavenny.
Luke Baron, M.D., Fort Pit, Chatham.
F. Davidson, M.B., District Asylum, Banf.
Walbridge Snook, Esq., General Hospital, Northampton.
Daniel lies, Esq., Fairford, Gloucestershire.
Frederick Sutton, Esq., County Asylum, Thorpe, Norwich.
H. C. BastÃ-an,Esq., Broadmore Asylum.
Harry Manning, Esq., Laverstock House, Salisbury.
Stanley Haynes, M.D., Laverstock House, Salisbury.
W. Harris, Esq., Wandsworth.
G. Barnes. M.D., District Asylum, Letterdenny,
Edmund Lloyd, Esq., Assist.-Med. Officer, Post Office.
Hart Viiien, AI.D., Cliepstow Villas, Bayswater.Frederick Lewins, M.D., Hayward's Heath, Sussex.

The twenty gentlemen were unanimously elected.
Dr. Tuie.â€”The list of Honorary Members proposed by the Council of the

Association this year, are the following :â€”Dr. LasÃ¨gue,M.Ãœ.,Paris ; Dr.
Jules Falret, M.D., Paris; Dr. Legrand du Saulle, M.D., Paris; Dr.
Biffi, M.D., Milan; Dr. Sehlager, M.D., Vienna; Dr. Leidesdorf, M.D.,
Vienna; Dr. Bulckens, M.D., Gheel; John Blake, Esq., M.P. ; W. H.
Wyatt, Esq., J.P., Chairman of the Committee, Colney Hatch.

The gentlemen whose names had been read were balloted for, and unani
mously elected Honorary Members.

Dr. Take.â€”The Editors of the Journal have received the following letter
from the Right Rev. Bishop Willson, the Roman Catholic Bishop of Hobart
Town.

" 7, MANCHESTEKSTREET,W. ;
"July Gth, 1865.

" GENTLEMEN,â€”Iam requested by my uncle, Dr. Willson, the Catholic
Bishop of Hobart Town, to express to you his gratification, on his return
to this country, at finding the cordial manner in which his exertions to im
prove the management of some of the Australian Lunatic Asylums, have
been remarked upon in the 'Journal of Mental Science.'

"Dr. Willson wishes me to remind you that he was one of your honorary
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members at the time when the annual meeting (the first ?) was held at
Lancaster, and he would highly esteem the honour, could he be restored to
the list of honorary members,from which a long absence in Tasmania has, I
presume, disqualified him.

" I regret to have to inform you of the reason that Bishop \Villson does
not himself write to youâ€”he is suffering from paralysis of the right limbs,
which seized him on the voyage home, in March last, and confined him to
his cabin for three months.

" It is satisfactory to state that there is some return of strength in the
limbs.

" I have the honour to remain,
" Gentlemen,

" Your obedient servant,
" T. J. WIU.SON.

" To the Editors of the ' Journal of Mental Science.' "

I presume Bishop Willson's name has been forgotten; I therefore ask that
this gentleman may be put on the list of honorary members as being re-
elected to-day.

The President.â€”\ do not know, gentlemen, whether it is necessary formally
to put the question to which Dr. Tuke has just drawn your attention. It
appears that the Bishop of Hobart Town is really one of our honorary mem
bers, but by an omission on the part of some of our previous officers his name
has not been printed in the list. We shall, of course, be glad to rectify that
omission, having our attention called to the fact. Unless, therefore, it is the
wish of the meeting, I do not propose to put that question. I think we may
assume it as a matter of course. Another letter, gentlemen, that I hold in my
hand, has been received from the Secretary of the American Association of
Medical Officers of Asylums, complaining of some remarks that were made
in our Journal on a gentleman, who was formerly President of that Associa
tion, but who fell in the war between the Northern and Southern States.
It was, perhaps, a little unfortunate that he, having altered his position and
assumed a political instead of a medical one, rendered himself somewhat
liable to be treated as a non-professional man; and in referring to his life
some remarks were made in the Journal which, perhaps, I may say I regret
having been made as applied to a medical man. Yet there is this excuse,that at the time those remarks were made, or rather before this gentleman's
death, he had virtually left the profession and become a layman, and it was
upon him in that capacity that the remarks were made. However, the
editors of the Journal propose that I, as your President, with your per
mission, should answer this letter and state, as I shall do most unreservedly,
that it was farthest from their thoughts to say a word to reflect upon any
man who either was then, or had been a member of our profession, or
associated in any way with us. We are quite of accord as to the way in
which the letter should be answered. 1 will, therefore, with your permis
sion, take upon myself to answer the letter, and put the matter straight with
our American friends.

Dr. Take.â€”Ishall now read the Report of the COMMITTEEAPPOINTEDTO
REVISE THE LAWS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The Committee appointed at the Annual Meeting, in 1863, to revise the
Rules of the Association, beg to submit herewith the revised Rules, which
after much deliberation they unanimously recommend for adoption to this
Meeting.
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SULES OF TSE ASSOCIATION.
1. Name.â€”That the name of the Association be the " Medico-Psychological

Association."
2. Objects. â€”That the objects of this Association le the improvement of

asylums and hospitals for the' insane; the acquisition and diffusion of a more
extended knowledge of insanity and Us treatment; and the promotion of a free
communication on these subjects between the Members.

3. Members.â€”That the Association consist of medical officers of hospitals and
asylums for the insane, public and private, and of legally qualified medical
practitioners interested in the treatment of insanity.

4. Election of Members.â€”That the election of Members take place by ballot
at the annual meetings, a majority of two thirds of those present being required
far the election of each candidate.

5. Annual Subscription.â€”That each Member pay an annual subscription of
one guinea, the subscription tobe due in advance on the 1st of July in each year ;
the accounts to be made up to the 30th of June.

6. Arrears.â€”That any Member in arrear of his subscription more than twelve
month-s after the expiration of the year for which it is due, and more than three
months after application by the Treasurer for ihe same, shall cease to be con
sidered a Member of the Association; provided no reason satisfactory to the
annual meeting be assigned for the non-payment of stich arrears.

7. Expulsion.â€”That a general or special meeting shall have the power by
n majority of three fourths of those present, to remove from the list of the
Association any Member whose name is submitted by the Council with tltat
object.

8. Honorary Members.â€”That gentlemen, whether of ite medical profession or
otherwise, who are distinguished by the interest they take in the treatment of the
insane, be eligible for election as honorary Members, the election to be by ballot asin the case of ordinary Members ; at least a month's notice having been given of
the names to be proposed to the Secretary, who will append them to the circular
by which the Annual Meeting is summoned. The recommendation for each
honorary Member must be signed by at least six Members of the Association.

9. Officers.â€”That the Officers of the Association consist of a President, Trea
surer, General Secretary, a Secretary for Scotland, a Secretary for Ireland, an
Editor or Editors of the Journal, and two Auditors, who shall be elected at each
annual meeting ; balloting papers being used in such election for the appointment
of President.

10. President.â€”That the President for the year enter on his duties at each
annual meeting, and that his successor be appointed before the meeting separates.

11. Other Officers.â€”That the Treasurer and Secretaries, Editor or Editors of
the Journal, and one Auditor, be eligible for re-election.

12. Annual Meetings.â€”That ait annual meeting of the Association be held
yearly in July, or the ÃŸrst week of August ; such meetings to be called both by
advertisement and circular to each Jfember, giving at least four weeks' notice.

13. Council.â€”That the officers of the Association, with the President elect, the
President of the past year, and eight other Members, do constitute the Council of
the Association. The eight ordinary Members shall be appointed by the annual
meeting, two of the members retiring by rotation each year, but being eligible for
re-election.

14. Special Meetings.â€”That the President, on the requisition of fifteen Mem
bers of the Association, shall have authority to call a special meeting, of which
notice shall be given in the usual way, and at which, only the question or questioni
itated in the requisition shall be discussed and determined.

15. Place of Meeting.â€”That the annual meeting be held in London, or, if so
agreed at the preceding meeting, in Scotland or Ireland, or in some provincial town
or city.
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16.â€”Adjournment of Meetings.â€”That the annual or special meetings may le
adjourned to a second or third day, if a majority of those present so decide.

17. Order of Business.â€”That after the minutes of the preceding meeting Jiavebeen 'read, and the ordinary business transacted, reports from Members appointed

to prepare the same, and other papers and communications shall be received, and
free discussion invited on all topics connected with the objects of the Association.
Each Member to le allowed to introduce one Visitor at the meeting. A report
of the proceedings of each, meeting to be published in the Journal of the
Association.

18. Finances and Journal of the Association.â€”That after t/te payment of the
ordinar;/ expenses of the Association, the surplus funds shall be appropriated inaid of'the Journal; the accounts of the Editor or Editors of the said Journal
and of the Treasurer of the Association shall be examined by two Auditors, who
shall report to each annual meeting. Each ordinary Member of the Association
to be entitled to recelÃ©ethe Journal without further payment.

19. Alteration of Rules.â€”That any Member wishing to propose any alteration
in, or addition to the rules, do give notice of his intention at a previous annualin'eeiina, or tiro months' notice to the Secretary, mho shall inform each Member

nfthe Association of the same, in the circular i if which such meeting is called.
(Signed) JOHN THURNAM.

JOHN KIRKMAN.
C. L. ROBERTSON.
JAMES GEO. VAVEY.
EDGAR SHEPPARD.

Jf. TUKE, Hon. Sec.
ROYALCOLLEOIÃŽOF PHYSICIANS;

July 13, 1865.
In the discussion -which followed, various slight alterations and verbal

amendments were recommended and adopted ; and, amongst other amend
ments, it was proposed by Dr. Gardiner that the Association should be
open to all legally qualified medical practitioners.

Dr. Arlidgc.â€”In seconding that proposition, I am going to suggest that it
should be extended further. As you alter the name of the Association from
'' The Association of Medical Officers of Asylums and Hospitals for the
Insane" to " Medico-Psychological," it seems to throw the Association open
to any one who may wish to join. I do not see why we should confine our
selves to medical men. It would be an advantage to us to have associated
with us lawyers or barristers who take an interest in the question of lunacy.
[ do not make any motion upon the subject, but only throw this out as a
suggestion, that it may be taken into consideration hereafter. It was
brought to my mind by the name of some gentleman who was proposed to
day connected with the Post Office. I doubted whether he was a medical
man at all.

Dr. Robertson.â€”Yes, he is a medical officer.
Dr. Honro.â€”What is the proposed alteration ? Should it not be put on

record ? I beg to call the attention of the meeting to the fact that the pro
poser and seconder did not exactly refer to the same subject. The proposer
advises that the Association shall be open to all medical men, and the seconder
rather recommends that it shall be open to all men who take an interest in
the subject. I think the proposer and seconder must both agree.

Dr. Gardiner.â€”By this second rule it seems imperative that every member
shall bo engaged in the treatment of insanity. What I wish to submit to the
meeting is that this Association shall be open to all legally qualified medical
practitioners.Dr. Robertson.â€”I beg to second Dr. Gardiner's motion.

Dr. Arlidge.â€”I did second that, but I threw in some additional observa-
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tions in reference to the alteration of the name, a suggestion that might be
carried out at some future time, if you thought fit to admit others than
medical men into the Association.

Dr. Monro.â€”Why should not the whole question come forward?
The President.â€”The proposition of Dr. Gardiner is, I think, unexception

able, and I am disposed to think the same of the proposition of Dr. Arlidge.
ft does appear to me to be very desirable now to consider the question whe
ther we should limit the Association to medical men. I shall be glad to
hear the opinion of other members on this subject. As we are making a
new rule, we should make it as comprehensive as possible. If there are any
reasons against the proposition, now is the time for them to be brought
forward.

Dr. Maudsley.â€”At the present time the Association is not confined to
medical men. We have voted amongst the honorary members some who
are not medical men.

The President.â€”Our rule says they shall be medical men.
Dr. Tuke.â€”That rule applies to ordinary members only.
The President.â€”Dr. Arlidge contemplates the admission of non-professional

men into the Association, ft appears to me that is a matter well worthy of
consideration, and that this is the proper time to consider it.

Dr. Gardiner.â€”I think, Mr. President, your suggestion is a correct one,
and I therefore wish to propose that membership of the Association be
limited, not only to all legally qualified medical practitioners, but to all those
persons who will, we think, take an interest in our speciality, whether medical
or non-medical.

Dr. Mauro.â€”Hen, of course ?
Dr. Duncan.â€”I submit, with all deference to the gentlemen who have

spoken on this question, that if non-medical persons are to be admitted as
members of our Society, the term psychological should be substituted for
medico-psychological, because that term would imply that all the members
of our body are medical men. I think there is something in that.

Dr. Maudsley.â€”I have a very strong opinion against withdrawing the
medical character of the Association, and converting it into a psychological
society. We could have no unity of aim or definite existence of that kind.
If we alter our title from the Association of Medical Officers of Asylums and
Hospitals for the Insane, we should keep in view in some way the special
character of our Society and our special aim, and not throw it into a general
society. Therefore, I propose that we should retain the title " Medico-
Psychological," and I, for one, should refuse to vote for the admission of
any but regular practitioners.

Dr. Monro.â€”Is it not advisable that the chaplains of county asylums
should be allowed to become members of the Association ? I think we
might receive a great deal of benefit from them.

Dr. Down.â€”Persons who have the care of insane people might assume as
a qualification the title Members of the Medico-Psychological Association ;
and if they were not medical men it would, to the uninitiated, give a qualifi
cation which is not valid.

The President.â€”There is something in that objection, but I think we may
always meet that by the power we propose to take to exclude any member
from our Association who makes any improper use of his membership.

Dr. Down.â€”If they were unscrupulous enough to do what 1 suggest, they
would be unscrupulous enough to use the name after they were excluded.

Dr. Monro.â€”Is there any rule which interferes with a non-medical man
coming into the Association ?

The President.â€”The rule says " That the Association do consist of medical
officers of hospitals and asylums for the insane, public and private, and of
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legally qualified medical practitioners otherwise engaged in the treatment ofinsanity."
Dr. 'Gardiner.â€”I think, on second consideration, my original proposition

had better be taken first ; therefore I beg to propose that the membership of
the Association be limited, not only to " legally qualified medical practitioners
otherwise engaged in the treatment of insanity," but to all legally qualified
medical practitioners.

Dr. Monro.â€”That is seconded by Dr. Arlidge.
Di: Arlidge.â€”Icannot second it, with the views I have expressed.
Dr. Robertson.â€”Ibeg to second it.
The President.â€”You move an amendment ?
Dr. Arlidge.â€”I move an amendment to the effect that the members of the

Association comprise, not only those who are engaged in the practice of
medicine, but others who are interested in psychology or in the practice of
lunacy. We have always an opportunity of ascertaining.

Dr. Hilchman.â€”Ibeg to second the proposition of Dr. Arlidge, and I think
his amendment is only carrying cut whnt you have already done in the elec
tion of honorary members of the Association. You have elected Mr. Wyatt,
Chairman of the Committee of Colney Hatch, who does not fall within the
category of ordinary members, nor need he as an honorary member, but the
suggestion of Dr. Arlidge places such election more in harmony with the
general laws of the Association. I think we should stand much better with
the general public if we were to admit some other members than medical
men into our body ; the public would not then look upon us with that sus
picion which, unfortunately, they do now, and it would be very useful to us
if legal men, barristers, attorneys, and others, would join us. We should be
interested, I think, in hearing the special views they take upon interesting
subjects of jurisprudence in relation to insanity; and I think they would
gain a good deal by listening to our observali-ms, and in looking at the
subject of insanity from our point of view. Therefore I have very great
pleasure in seconding the amendment.

Dr. Take.â€”I am very unwilling to appear to speak on an illiberal side of
the question, but I do strongly deprecate the adoption of the amendment of
Dr. Arlidge, and for this reasonâ€”at present we stand as a medical body ;
we are meeting here in the College of Physicians ; we propose to meet next
year in the College of Physicians at Edinburgh. We have had some of the
leading physicians of the country as our presidents, and I do believe we
should weaken the strength of our Association, which is every day gaining
ground, if we admitted lay members. We cannot possibly get from them
any information as to our great objectâ€”the improvement of the treatment
of the insane. We do not. care about their opinions, for this reasonâ€”they do
not understand the question, and they cannot add to our deliberations any
weight whatever; and, moreover, I think that our resolution last year, which
was unanimously carried, would have lost its weight very much if it had
been associated with a number of counsel and attorneys, and other lay
members, who, it is certain, would have opposed it, and merely because
they know nothing practically of the subject. To introduce into our Society
a number of men who know nothing at all about our subject will not add to
our usefulness.

Dr. Monro.â€”I think there is a great deal in what Dr. Arlidge has said,
but it is advisable that we should progress in this matter by degrees, per
haps. The proposition of Dr. Gardiner is, T think, a step in the right direc
tion ; and if we are satisfied with that this year, it will be best to adopt it,
and Dr. Arlidge can make a motion for his proposal to come forward in a
succeeding year. I believe a good many members of the Association
will take a great interest in the proposal, but it is certainly advisable to
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progress by degrees and adopt Dr. Gardiner's proposal on the present
occasion.Dr. Arlidge.â€”In reference to Dr. Moiiro's remarks, I may observe that wo
are on a question of rule, and if we alter it we had better alter it as we
wish it permanently to be, and not have to revise it again next year. Dr.
Tuke made a remark to the effect that all other but medical men are ignorant
of insanity and the laws relating to it.

Dr. Tuie.â€”The treatment of it.
Dr. Arlidge.â€”The treatment of it. But that is not the only purpose of

our Association ; it is a protective association, for protecting the interests of
those engaged in lunacy. We have constantly legal questions arising, and
if we had a certain number of lawyers amongst us we could more satisfac
torily discuss those questions. Certainly, we should be able to put any pro
position for the amendment of the law before the public with more confidence
and with a better chance of getting a hearing from the public than we do at
present. As the Society exists now, it is just a special society of those who
are engaged in insanity ; we are supposed to have special interests, and to
propose alterations in behalf of those special interests apart from the general
welfare of the country. But, if you throw the Association open in the way
1 propose, and admit others who are not engaged in asylums, or in con
nection with asylums, not only medical men, but others, the Association will
take a much higher stand. It was on these grounds that I proposed the
amendment.

Dr. Gardiner.â€”In the first place, I think it extremely unlikely that any
gentleman who is not a member of the profession will apply for membership.
If he should do so, and if we should see that he has the interest of the ques
tion at heart, it is always open to us to admit him as an honorary member ;
therefore I think the amendment is unnecessary.
â€¢Dr. Mitndy.â€”I wish to call the attention of the Association to our two
sister associations, the French and the German, one of which has been in
existence more than twenty yearsâ€”longer than the English Association.
Our experience in Germany shows that non-professional men are rather
useless in such associations, hindering their labours, and causing a great loss
of time, by mixing up matters not at all within the object of such an asso
ciation. In France the system was changed in this way onlyâ€”that the
French Medico-Psychological Society admits only members who are high in
standing in mental science, but nobody else; and some of them are of such
high standing that they are of great utility. If the membership were con
fined to persons of this description in England it would be of the greatest
utility for our Association. In Germany we are much more rigorous ; we
do not admit any other than those engaged in our speciality. The society
has been in existence about thirty years, and works very well. Without
giving any opinion upon the proposal which has been made, I only tako
the liberty of informing you of the constitution of our two sister associa
tions.

The President.â€”It appears to me a question well worthy of serious consi
deration whether, bearing in mind the great jealousy that exists in the public
mind towards us, we should not disarm a good deal of that jealousy by having
associated with us, especially, a few lawyers. I have no very strong opinion
about it ; it is a new idea, but one, I think, deserving of very careful con
sideration, because I do not apprehend that the dangers that are contem
plated are likely to be very great, in admitting amongst us a few of those
who really take sufficient interest in the subject to wish to become members.
I do not apprehend that there would be any very large number.

Dr. Hitchman.â€”I may just observe that we have the protection of the
ballot.
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The President.â€”Quite so. I should be sorry to see the question lightly
thrown on one side.Dr. Maudsley.â€”We can give it a year's consideration.

Dr. Shepherd.â€”IÂ¡atninclined to think by adopting the suggestion we
should destroy the character of the Association. Dr. Tuke very ably put
that forward, and I am prepared to endorse all he said upon the subject.
Both the Committees of the House of Commons and the Commissioners in
Lunacy really, in a measure, look up to us as a body worthy of consultation.
Jf we mix up members of the legal profession, and laymen generally, with
ourselves, we shall destroy very much our special character. I have myself
the largest views with regard Id-admission, and I should be extremely sorry
to exclude any one, but I think we are bound to bear in mind what we
really are, and for what purposes we were constituted.

The President.â€”If no other member has any observation to make, I must
put the amendment to the meeting.

Dr. Arlidgc.â€”It will read in this wayâ€”"That the Association do consist
of medical officers of hospitals and asylums for the insane, public and
private, and of legally qualified medical practitioners, and of other personswho feel interested in the subject of psychology."

The President.â€”I must ask you, gentlemen, all to vote on this occasion ;
it is an important one.

[The amendment was then put to the meeting, when there appearedâ€”
For the amendment 6
Against 12

ilhjority 6.]

The President.â€”The original motion proposed by Dr. Gardiner and
seconded by Dr. Robertson isâ€”"That the Association consist of medical
officers of hospitals and asylums for the insane, public and private, and ofall legally qualified medical practitioners." The rule is only altered, in
fact, in making it include those who are engaged otherwise than in the treat
ment of insanity.

[The resolution was carried unanimously.]
Dr. Thurnam.â€”Ibeg to suggest that the Committee appointed to revise

the rules be requested to remain in office for the purpose of seeing the
rules put in print, so that the onus of deciphering this paper be not entirely
left with the Honorary Secretary, as I think it may be rather a difficult
task, and some questions might arise upon it afterwards.

This motion was seconded by Dr. Robertson, and carried unanimously.
The meeting was then adjourned till Three o'clock.

AFTERNOONMEETING. The President.â€”Perhaps, gentlemen, before pro
ceeding with our business, you will allow me to propose to you another name
to our list of new membersâ€”Dr. Haviland. I do not know whether it is
necessary to go to the ballot. I may, perhaps, put it to the meeting
whether it is your wish that Dr. Haviland should be admitted a member of
the Association.

Carried unanimously.
Dr. Tuke.â€”Ihave to announce the presentation since last year of several

reports from the various medical superintendents of asylums, and amongstthe rest the three bound volumes of complete Colney Hatch ' Reports,"
with a letter from the clerk of the Visitors to me.
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" MIDDLESEXCOUNTYLUNATICASYLUJI,COLSEYHATCH.

" 33, MILNEESQUARE,ISLINGTON;
"23rd AÃ“B.,1864.

" SIR,â€”At the request of Mr. Wyatt, the Chairman of the Committee of
Visitors of this Asylum, I beg to forward to you, for the use of the Society,
a set of the Annual Reports from the opening of the asylum to the end of
last year. " I am. Sir,

" Your faithful servant,
" JOHN S. SKAIFE, Clerk to the Visitors.

" DR. TUKEHon. Sec.,
" Association of Med, Officers of Asyltuns."

I have also a set of bound reports from Dr. Kirkman and Dr. Murray
Lindsay. I move that the thanks of the Association be presented to these
gentlemen, and that I may be authorised to write to Mr. Wyatt or the
clerk to the Visitors the thanks of the Association.

The motion was carried unanimously.
Dr. Tuke then read the following REPORT OF THE COMMITTEEUPON

ASYLUMSTATISTICS.

Al the Annual Meeting of this Association in 1804, it was molted, " Thai a
Committee of three, viz., Dr. Robertson, Dr. Tlmrnam, and Dr. Maiidsley, be ap
pointed to draw vp a series of tables, and a-farm of register which might be the
basis of a uniform system of asylum statistics ; that these tables be submitted
to the Commissionerswhen drawn up, and thai they be asked to sanction and promulgate them." The CommutÃ©ethus appointed report asfoliotes :

1. That twenty-three years ago this subject engaged the attention of the Asso
ciation, and a form of register (which the comndllee annex to this report) was
adopted at the annual meeting held al Lancaster, in 1842, which contained all the
information deemed necessary for the purpose of asylum statistics. This form,
however, on which Dr. Thurnam in particular, bestowedmuch pains, never came
into very general use, having been shortly afterwards, viz., in 1845, almost en
tirely superseded in practice by the registers of admissions, discharges, and deaths,
required under the Acts of S and 9 Viet, c. 100 and c. 126 ; which were re-
enacted with slight modification, by the Acts ofi.6 and 17 Viet. c. 97, and c. 100 ;
and which Acts are still inforce.

In a very few instances, as ai the Wilts County Asylum, the Association-
register, in addition io those required by the Act of Parliament, has been regu
larly kept. There can, indeed, be no doubt of the utility of this register, as
affording the means for the compilation of statistics morefull and extended than
those which can be deducedfrom the legal register.

The CommutÃ©eare not at present prepared to recommend to the Association the
printing of a second and revised edition of its register (a step which would invoice
a considerableoutlay), unless a sufficient number of the memberspledge themsehcs
to Us adoption and use.

The Committee truil, however, that whenever the time may arrive for the revi
sion and consolidation of the Acts, under which atylums, hospitals, and licensed
houses are regulated, the opportunity may be taken, with the approbation and
sanction of the Commissionersin Lunacy, to revise the legal registers, by the omis
sion of a fete columns which to the Committee appear superfluous, and by the
introduction of a few others required for the preparation of medico-statistical
tables

2, Asylum statistics may le divided into three distinct heads :
1. Medical statistics.
2. Financial statistics,
3. Domestic statistics.
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The Committee, while fully recognising the valve of a uniform series of asylum
statistics in illustration of each of these departments of asylum management,yet
propose on the present occasion to confine their suggestioni to the first and more
important branch, viz., that of Asylum Medical Statistics.

3. The Committeehave carefully examined the various and varying tables in (he
several asylum reports. They are of opinion that the information more imme
diately necessari/for medical statistics, may begiven in the tables,forms of which
they annex to this report.

Table I gives the numbers of admissions, re-admissions, discharges, and deaths,
with the average numbers resident during the year ; the sexes being distinguished
under each head.

Table IIgives the same results for the entire period the asylum has been in
operation.

Table III furnishes a history of the yearly results of treatment since the opening
of the asylum.

The table also embracesa columnfor the meanpopulation, or average numbers
resident in each year. In other columns are shownfor eachyear the proportion of
recoveriescalculated on the admissions; and the meanannual mortality, or the pro
portion of deaths, calculated on the average numbers resident. It is of thefirst
importance that these two principal results under asylum treatment, when given,
should be calculated on a uniform plan, and according to the methods herepointed
out.Table IF gives a history of each year's admissions, how many,for example, of
the patients admitted, say in 1855, have been discharged as cured, how many
have died, and how many remain in the asylum in 1865.

The value of this table in regard to the vexed question of the increase of in-
taniiy is evident. The table is adoptedfrom the Somerset Asylum Reports.

Table V shows the causes of death classified under appropriate heads. This
form is adopted from the reports of the Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland,
with some addition and modification. It appears sufficiently detailed for statis
tical purposes.

Table PI gives the length of residence in the asylum of those discharged reco
vered, and of those who have died during the year.

The committee are of opinion that the introduction into all the asylum annual
reports of thefew simple tables here referred to, the compilation of which would
not be very onerousâ€”wouldbe a most desirable proceeding, and would supply in a,
uniform manner the mainfacts required for statistical comparison. They accord
ingly recommendtheir adoption to those membersof the Association by whom they
have not hitherto been employed.

The tables recommended,however, are regarded by the committee only in the
light of a principal instalment of those which are desirable. Their use will not,
of course,preclude that of other tables, according to the views which may be enter
tained by the different superintendents. Hereafter, it may be expedient that the
committee should report as to the propriety of recommending to the members the
assimilation of other tables to a commonstandard.

The Committeeannex to their report thefollowiug documents :â€”
1. Theforms for statistical tables which they now recommend.
2. Theform of register adopted by the. Association in 184-2.
3. Copyof a paper by C.Ijockhart Robertson, M.D., on " A Uniform System

of Asylum Statistics," read at the meeting of the Association, July 5(A, 1800.

(Signed) JOHN TIIURNAN.
C. L. ROBERTSON.
HENRY MA VDSLEY.

ROYALCOLLEGEor PHYSICIANS;
July 13/A, 1805.

VOL. XT. 28
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Asylum Medical Statistics.

TABLE I.â€”-Skewing the Admissions, Ke-admiisious, Discharges, and Deaihs,
during the year 1865.

Male Tern. Total.

In the AM linn Jan. 1st, 186 .

Admitted for the first time during the
year

Re-admitted during the year .

Total under care during the year
Discharged or removedâ€”

Recovered ....
Relieved .....
Not improved ....

Died

Total discharged and died during the year.

Remaining in the Asylum, Dec. 31, 1865 (inclusive 1
of absent on trialâ€” males and females) . J

Average numbers resident during the year

Male. Total.

II.â€”Shouting tke Admissions, Re-admissions, DischargeÂ», and Death*,
from tke opening of the Asylum to the present date, December 3lst, 1865.

Persons admitted during the period of
Re-admissions â€ž .

Total of cases admitted

Discharged, or removedâ€”
Recovered ....
Relieved . . . . ,
Not improved ....

Died

Total discharged and died during the

Remaining, Dec. 31, 1865

Average numbers resident during the

yearsMale.Fern.Total.years

yearsMale.

Female.Total.
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RiMiminingof e'tchyear'iAdmissions,SlslDec.,18C5Â»

TotalDischargedandDiedofeachyear'sAdmissions.101.2

Ã•o1

1jÃ•M

O'Ã•â€¢3SNot

Improved.Believed.!'SRNot

Improved.Relieved.Recovered.jjijWIâ€¢103,1â€¢Â«TOâ€¢ITOâ€¢tuajÂ«PHITO'Â«Â»iâ€¢Â»TOâ€¢PUOIâ€¢

laa.ijâ€¢mIONâ€¢Â»,.Hâ€¢|B|OIâ€¢IU9Jâ€¢Â»â€žRâ€¢I10Iâ€¢â€¢Â«â€¢Â»,.â€žâ€¢pnoiâ€¢"-Â».(^â€¢Fioiâ€¢m3iâ€¢Â«,lÂ»Kâ€¢Woj.â€¢majâ€¢Â»IBM

|â€¢rasjâ€¢Â«1-3Kdw

â€¢ftSO

iâ€”i *Mco â„¢*ira
o co to to CDicS

Ã•"oHFemales.l|"3

Ã•?,MTj1

I3o1coPercentageofCasesRecovered
â€žKelieved

â€žNotImproved

â€žDead

â€žKemaining.
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TABLE V.â€”Showing the Canses of Death during the year.

Causes ofDeath.*CEBEBBAL

OB SPINAL DISEASEâ€”
Apoplexy and Paralysis
Epilepsy and Convulsions....Maniacal

and melancholic exhaustion or decay .
Inflammation and other disease of the Brain,

softening, tumours, &c. .
THOBACICDISEASEâ€”

Inflammation of the Lungs, Pleurae, andBronchiABDOMINAL

DISEASEâ€”
Inflammation of the Stomach, Intestines,orDysentery

and DiarrhÅ“a.....V

'1General

Debility and Old Age....ouiciue
and Accu eTotalMale.Female.Total.â€¢

* Add in foot-note the number ascertained by post-mortem examination.

TABLE VI.â€”Showing the Length of Residence in those discharged Recovered,
and in those who have Died during the year.

Length ofResidenci.Under

1monthFrom
1 to 3monthsâ€ž
3 â€ž6 â€ž.â€ž69,,.

..9
12 â€ž.â€ž12

years.â€ž23,,.
.â€¢â€ž35â€ž67,,.

.â€¢â€ž
7 10 â€ž . .-â€ž

10 12 â€ž.â€ž
12 â€ž15 â€ž.â€ž
15 â€ž20 â€ž . ..â€ž
20 â€ž30 â€ž.â€ž
30 â€ž40 â€ž . .-.

TotalRecovered.Mole.

\ Female.Total.Died.Male.Female.,Total.
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Dr. Thurnam.â€”I presume, sir, I may venture to make a suggestion upon

the reading of this report, that all that is necessary at the hands of this
Association is, that the report, if approved, be adopted by the Association.
It is obvious that we can only recommend ; we cannot resolve that it shall be
used. I beg to propose that the report be adopted and printed.

Dr. Arlidge.â€”I have great pleasure in seconding the adoption of the report.
I understand from Dr. Tuke that a table is to be introduced (Table IV) whichI have long wished to seeâ€”a table that I only see in Dr. Boyd's Reports,
and in the Reports of Mr. Ley of the Oxfordâ€”a table showing the gradual
dying out or recovery of the patients in different years. For instance,
takijjg the year 1850, the falling off or the dropping off by death of the
patients from year to year. You have thus a history which you do not get
from the present tables, where you have only the statement that so many
have been admitted, and so many have gone out cured. You cannot base
any satisfactory statistics upon these tables. I hÂ»vebeen for some time en
gaged in working out statistical tables, and I have got a great deal of matter
together, but I am sorry to say that only the reports of those two asylums
have supplied me with these necessary particulars.

The Report of the Committee on the Asylum Statistics was unanimously
adopted.

Dr. Robertson then read THE REPORT OFTHE COMMITTEEONTHE SUPER
ANNUATIONCLAUSE.

Beport of the Committee on the Superannuation Clause (12th tection of (he
Lunatic Asylum Amendment Act, 18G2).

On the motion of Dr. Kirkman* Â»eeonded by Dr. Robertson, it viaÂ», at the

* STTPEBANBUATIOÃ•ÃŽABBAICGEMEICTS.â€”Dr.Kirkman proposedâ€”" That a com
mittee be appointed from this Association, with the definite object of obtaining a
reversal of the latter portion of the \Zth section of the Lunatic Asylums Amend
ment Act, and to preis for legislative sanction to satisfactory superannuation
arrangements." The section of the Act to which he\ referred was as follows :â€”
" Provided that no annuity by way of superannuation, granted by the visitors of
any asylum under the provisions of this Act, or of the Lunacy Act, chapter 97,
shall be chargeable on or payable out of the rates of any county, until such annuity
shall have been confirmed by a resolution of the justices of such county in general or
quarter sessions assembled." The concluding proviso he regarded as most cruel,
negativing the use of the clause altogether. Speaking personally, having been
connected with public asylums for thirty years, he could not well be refused a pen
sion, but to secure it it would be necessary that the subject should be discussed ai

four sessional meetings. Se had no doubt that he could command the undivided
interest of the whole of his house committee ; but objectionable remarks and slurs
might be thrown out at the sessional meetings, which would be extremely painful.
Any one fitted to be an asylum officer must necessarily possess a sensitive mind,
and the harsh remarks occasionally made in magisterial sessionÂ»would be likely to
wound his feelings. Se thought the enactment ought to be compulsory, and the
objectionable clause removed. At the present time a beloved member of the Asso
ciation was suffering from physical injury received in the discharge of his duty, and
it would be a most unfair thing if a gentleman in his position were subjected to
unpleasant remarks about his superannuation alloivance.

Dr. Robertson seconded the resolution, and said that, as the section originally
stood, the question of superannuation was left to the visitors ; but a very active
member of the Souse of Commons succeeded in committee vn getting the objection
able rider added, which literally made the preceding portion worthless. Thus, he
had no doubt that any reasonable reward for his services in Sussex would be gladly
giren by the committee of visitors, but he should exceedingly object to be made the
subject of discussion at sessional meeting in the two divisions of the county. He
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Annual Meeting of this Association for 1863, resolved " to appoint a Committee
with the definite object of obtaining a reversal of the latter portion of the 12th
section of the Lunatic Asylum Amendment Act, 1862, and to press for legislative
sanction to satisfactory superannuation arrangements."

This Committee have to report that on the 2nd of December, 1863, they had an
official interview with the Commissioners in Lunacy at their offices in Whitehall
Place, on the question thus entrusted to them by the Association. They submitted
to the Commissioners the annexed memorandum, which was subsequently inserted in
the Journal of the Association for January, 1864.

At the meeting of this Association in July, 1864, this Committee was re-ap
pointed in order further to consider this important question.

They now teg to report :â€”
1. That after careful consideration of the whole question and communications

with several superintendents of the county asylums this Committee are of opinion
that no settlement of the superannuation clause mil be found satisfactory which
does notâ€”as throughout the military and civil services of the Crownâ€”CONFBBTHE
RETIRING PENSION AS A MATTES OP RIGHT. With the other provisions of the
1'2th section of the Lunatic Amendment Act, 1862, this Committee are quite satis
fied, and they regard as just and liberal that arrangement by which the period of
service has been reduced from twenty years to fifteen years, and the proviso made
that the value of the lodgings, rations, and other allowances, are to be had regard
to infixing the retirement. All that is farther necessary is, that the claim for two
thirds of the salary and allowances after fifteen years' service, and fifty years of
age, le granted as a right, to be charged on the county rate, at the expiration of the
period of service. ,

2. That as in the last report of the Commissioners in Lunacy an indication of
early farther legislation in lunacy is given, they should be authorised to confer

farther with the Commissioners hereon.
3. That, in order to watch such possible legislation, this Committee be re-ap

pointed and authorised to employ, if necessary, legal aid to procure the revision
of the 12th section of the Act of 1862, in the manner here indicated.

(Signed) JOHN KIRKMAN.
C. L. ROBERTSON.
EDQAR SHEPPARD.
HENRY MA UDSLEY.

ROTAI COLLEGEOPPHYSICIANS;
July 13th, 1865.

The report of the superannuation committee was unanimously adopted, and
the committee reappointed.

Dr. Boyd moved the following resolution :â€”
"THAT IN THEOPINIONOF THISMEETING,THETREATMENTov THE INSANE

NOWINWORKHOUSESis NOTSATISFACTORY,ANDTHATITis DESIRABLETOHAVE
THE CAREOPALLTHE INSANE POOROFTHE COUNTIESTRANSFERREDTOTHEVISITORSANDSUPERINTENDENTSOFTHE COUNTYASYLUMS."

Dr. Boyd.â€”The resolution on the agenda paper which I have to propose to

had known the most trifling matters, involving the expenditure of Â£50, made the
subject of lengthened discussion there ; and if a proposal were made to allow a
medical superintendent three or four hundred a year, most painful remarks to the

feelings of a gentleman would be made as to his physique, his general state of
health, whether more work could not be ground out of him, and the like. He
had no doubt that great benefit would be derived by the appointment of a small
committee to consider the question carefully, and communicate with the Commis
sioners and with some members of the House of Commons on the subject.

The following members were appointed:â€”Dr. Kirkman, Dr. Sheppard, Dr.
Robertson, and Dr. Mattdsley.â€”(Annual Meeting of the Association, 1864.)
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this meeting relates to so large a number of helpless beings, and is so im
portant, that I wish some one more equal to the task had undertaken it.

The time of the meeting being so valuable, I shall only give a brief state
ment of leading facts, leaving it to the superintendents of asylums to follow
up the inquiry in their districts, at the same time I would impress upon them
the importance and necessity of enlisting the aid of visitors of asylums, as
it will require the united efforts of every one interested in the insane poor
to obtain a reform in the care of the larger number still in workhouses,
under the poor law, which, according to the published returns, amounts to
about one third of the insane poor, above 9000, the numbers gradually in
creasing, who are in most instances treated as ordinary paupers on scanty
fare, in cheerless, ill furnished wards, devoid of the comforts now supplied to
the insane so liberally in asylums.

I do not mean for a moment to question the propriety of rendering work
houses as little attractive as possible to able-bodied paupers. In the country
especially the system has worked well, application from such for admission
have been very rare for years past, and these institutions are now compara
tively empty, some of them built for 400 have now only 80 or 90 occupants.
These are children, the aged, the infirm, and the imbecile ; when any of them
become troublesome, as often happens, they are sent to the asylums as insane,
and there they become permanent residents, aiding very materially to fill
those institutions.

Within the last fifteen years the insane in England have been doubled in
number. So great has been the increase that foreign authors state (as you
are aware) that the inhabitants of this country are more liable to insanity
than any other civilized state.

Under the existing laws there is every facility and inducement for the
removal of troublesome paupers to county asylums ; this I have stated re
peatedly in medical journals and in annual reports, and also that it should be
compulsory to set apart wards in workhouses for the sick and chronic cases
of insanity ; that such wards should be placed under visitors, and that with
the assistance of superintendents they should be empowered to remove
persons to or from asylums as their cases might require. For this purpose
it might be advisable to extend the chargeability of insane paupers and
criminals from unions to counties.

It is unnecessary for me to give instances of patients being brought into
asylums in a dying state, as I see such cases mentioned in nearly all the
asylum reports.

The object of the resolution is to provide all necessaries with skilled super
vision for the sick and infirm in workhouses, near their homes, and thereby
obviate the necessity of sending such cases to asylums already overcrowded.
I have, in conclusion, to express a hope that the meeting will not separate
before unanimously adopting the resolution.Dr. Robertson.â€”Ibeg to second Dr. Boyd's resolution. It is a subject to
which I ventured last January in a paper in the Journal to call the attention of
the Association. I brought forward there the proposal now also made by Dr.
Boyd, that the entire care of the insane poor throughout the country, in
stead of being, as it is now, under the guardians, should be placed under the
charge of the visiting justices of the county asylums, and that the superin
tendents of the county asylums should have the power of visiting those
patients either in the unions or where the patients are boarded out with
their friendsâ€”that the whole of the insane poor of the county should be
registered on the county asylum books, and be placed according to their state
of mind either in the county asylum, in the cottages where they now are
boarded, or in the wards of the union ; giving the visitors the power of
fixing the scale of maintenance in the cottages, and the diet and attendance,
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and so on, in the union houses, thus' transferring the whole care of
the insane poor to the visiting justices. This resolution of Dr. Boyd is a
very important one, in regard to the welfare of the insane poor ; and after
his remarks, I think it will hardly be felt necessary for me to do more to
day than now second his resolution.

Dr. Davey.â€”Iam very glad, indeed, that Dr. Boyd has brought this subject
to our attention to-day. I think the medical treatment of the insane in our
workhouses is very bad and very objectionable. Of course, my experience
at the present time is nil, but in times gone by my experience, in regard to
the condition of the insane in workhouses, has been very considerable. During
my connection with the Hanwell and the Colney Hatch Asylums, I was par
ticularly struck with the wretched state of all the patients as they were re
ceived from all the union houses. I was perfectly convinced from seeing
them, and in large numbers too, not only year by year, but month by month, I
might almost say week by week, that there was something very defective in
the treatment of the insane in all our workhouses. ] believe that among
the lower classes of society, if there is one case of insanity more frequent
than another, it is want of wholesome and sufficient food, and particularly
in so far as that fact obtains in union houses, I assure you it is something
shocking. You all know it. I speak in the presence of men of experience.
To witness the miserable objects which are received into Hanwell and Colney
Hatch Asylums from the union houses ! They have evidently not only been
very badly treated, but they have been half starved. Now what would be
the effect of this Semi-starvation on the disordered mind? You, gentlemen,
know very well the effect would be to aggravate all the symptoms of in
sanity. The poor wretched objects that I have received over and over
again at Hanwell and at Colney Hatch, what did they require for the amelio
ration of the active symptoms of disease, but good and sufficient diet, wine,
bottled beer, and so on, showing where the cause lay, and what were the
proper remedies. I think the matter which has been brought to our atten
tion by Dr. Boyd, is a subject of the very first importance, and I hope it
will fix itself in our minds, and that something good and practical will
result.

Dr. Maudsley.â€”While I entirely sympathise with Dr. Boyd in the motion
that he has put on the paper, I can scarcely do so in the way in which he
wishes it carried out. For instance, it might be a very desirable thing, and
no doubt it is, to have the insane poor transferred to the visitors ; but the
practical and effectual way of doing that, it appears to me, would be to do
away with the residence of the insane in workhouses altogether. I cannot
conceive how it is possible that you can have a part of a workhouse set aside
for treating insane people, and specially placed under the visiting magis
trates, while the rest of the workhouse is left under the control of the
guardians of the union. How is it possible, in fact, for the same officers to
work satisfactorily under such divided authorityâ€”for the master of the
workhouse and the surgeon to be serving two entirely different masters,
who would scarcely ever agree in their views. This seems to be a practical
objection, which renders it absolutely and utterly impossible that while
workhouses are under the control of the guardians, as they must be, you
could give to the visiting justices the control of the insane poor only. The
practical and only ultimate remedy, which must come some time or other,
is, that all the insane should be removed to county asylums or to private
houses, if that can be done, and then they might be under the control of the
visiting justices. At present, when they are under one roof, I cannot con
ceive it possible for the visiting justices to exercise proper control, as they
must often have to do, in opposition to, and in conflict with, the guardians.

Dr. Monro.â€”Itseems to me a great pity that so important a subject should
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fall to the ground, and therefore I think that some amendment had betterbe proposed to Dr. Boyd's motion, if the motion does not meet with the
general concurrence of the meeting. Of course, I fully see the difficulties
and objections raised by Dr. Maudsley, but I think it a very important thing
that the Association should put on record how strongly they feel the object
which Dr. Boyd has at heart, although they may not exactly approve of the
scheme by which he would carry it out. I have not prepared an amendment
myself at this moment, but before the subject drops to the ground I thinksome amendment had better be made, if it seems likely that Dr. lÃ®oyd's
motion will be thrown out.

Dr. Maudsley.â€”Ido not object to the motion as it stands now. It was
merely to the details that my observations referred.

I)r. Monro.â€”Itis a motion to transfer to the visitors and superintendents
of the county asylums the care of the insane poor.

Dr. Maudslfy.â€”Exactly ; and I do not object to the resolution, but merely
to the practical manner of working it out.

Dr. Honro.â€”Then that will meet what I have to say.
Dr. Mundy.â€”While givinÂ«some credit to the motion of Dr. Boyd, I quite

agree with the principles laid down by Dr. Maudsley. I have seen a great
many so-called workhouses lanes Ã non facendo in the United Kingdom. I
have lately seen a great many of them in Scotland and Ireland. From my
frequent visits I have come to the conclusion that undoubtedly Dr. Boyd
was quite right in putting such a serious and most important motion before
the meeting, but that Dr. Maudsley was at the same time much more right
in the remarks which he made; and I venture to express the hope that the
time will not be far distant when no insane man will be admitted into a
workhouse, but will be confined in the proper place, where he may be treated
according to the principles which are now adopted in the county asylums.
From the last official reports of the Commissioners it appears that there are
nearly 8000 insane patients in workhouses ; 2000 in Scotland, and 2000 in
Irelandâ€”making a total of 12,000 insane patients in workhouses. Now,
allow me to call your attention to their condition in Kngland ; they are
very miserable indeed. In some of the wards it is quite shameful, it is a
scandal to see these people in the workhouses ; but these are exceptions to
the rule. I cannot help paying a compliment to many of the medical men
who are engaged in workhouses, who spend their energy in doing something
for the insane wards. Some of the workhouses are indeed very excellent in
their arrangements, and the wards are perfect models, but the others are
just as bad as I have mentioned. These remarks refer to England. In
Scotland the arrangements are very excellent indeed ; and I must confess,
having seen a great many asylums in Germany and France, and other parts
of Europe, that in these poorhouses the condition of the insane is much
better than in Italy, Spain, France, and a great part of Germany. Such
facts, I believe, are worth mentioning before such an eminent meeting as the
present. I forgot to mention that in Ireland the insane are in the same
miserable condition, much worse than in England. My friend Dr. Robertson
mentioned that he has already treated this question in a recent number of the
Journal, and he has found a very simple and a very ingenious remedy. He
mentioned the remedy of visiting the insane in workhouses by the magistrates
and commissioners, but he proposed another planâ€”to build county lunatic
asylums for a number of thousand patients ; and if that were done, you would
certainly very soon have disposed of the 8000 patients who are now in work
houses. Supposing you take as an average only 600 patients in one asylum,
and you build in England eight lunatic asylums ; in building these asylums
you are sure to be able to remove from your workhouses all your insane, and
to have them in the right place, that is, in asylums; but there are some
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objections to this principle ; and the principle which Dr. Robertson laid
down in his paper last January, that asylums may be built to hold a thou
sand patients, was overruled some years ago by a great number, I may say
the totality of specialists, and they said, " Do not build an asylum for so
large a number of patients. If you build an asylum, the largest numberyou should take is from three to five hundred." Dr. Robertson says that in
building asylums for a thousand patients you have quite removed every
difficulty not only with regard to the workhouses, but every difficulty with
regard to the increase of patients ; and he quotes figures, which I will not
go into to-day, as I must go very much deeper into the question of Dr. Boyd.
I believe that in such a powerful and rich country as yours, where the re
sources are so much developed, the suggestion of Dr. Robertson might be
carried out. The cost would amount to a million pounds or so, certainly.
It could not be done in foreign countries ; and with regard to my experience
in Ireland, I may observe that it is in a very much worse state in this respect.
We still find patients in gaols; and if you will refer to the Report of the
Commissioners of Lunacy in Irelandâ€”men who are working very hard to
improve the condition of the insane thereâ€”you will find that nearly 500
patients are still in gaols. I have recently been visiting them, and I find
their condition very horrible indeed. If the right place of insane people is
in workhouses, certainly no one will believe that the right place for them is
in gaols. In Ireland there has been spent during the last ten years Â£1,500,000
to build magnificent palaces as asylums, and still you see in Ireland 500
people confined in gaols. I say they should not have spent so much money
in building places like palaces for poor peopleâ€”putting them into a condition
in which they have never been before. I believe that the poor man who has
the misfortune to become insane has not on that account a right to become a
prince in condition. It would be certainly, in my opinion, a great honour for
the meeting, and perhaps also a benefit to the insane, to censure very severely
the actual practice of sending insane people still to workhouses and to gaola,
and to express a sincere hope that not only in England but also in foreign
countries the treatment of the insane should be improved, and made more
consonant with the views of our time and of practical humanity. In my
opinion, gentlemen, it is not humanity to give an insane person a luxurious
bed, a marble wash-stand, and such like luxuries. You should give him
good food and good attendance, and relieve him, as much as possible, of one
of the greatest evilsâ€”a continual sequestration ; but I should like the meet
ing to express a wish that the restraint that is still carried out upon a popu
lation of more than 150,000 patients on the Continent, and the practicability
of removing which is still denied most impertinently, not to use a more strong
expression, on the Continent, will be done away with, and that they will
endeavour to follow the principle of a man like Dr. Conolly, of whom they
have the impertinence to say that what he has done they have done before." Ante Conollyegofui," say the French physicians. That certainly is not the
case with all of them, and I would say, Ubi, quomodo,quando.

Dr. Boyd.â€”This subject of the treatment of the insane in workhouses is
not new to me. In 1845 I had some wards in the Marylebone Workhouse
licensed for the care of lunatics, owing to the asylums in Middlesex being
full, and unable to receive them. There are also wards at Clifton, at Bath,
and in this neighbourhood, as well as the wards of Marylebone, St. Paneras,
and Mile End, appropriated for the insane, where, I believe, they are very
well treated. I do not mean at all to advocate the system of treating acute
cases of insanity in a workhouse ; I only speak of aged persons, and I say it is
a cruel thing to have persons upwards of seventy years of age in a state of
fatuity brought to an asylum, where they can possibly receive no benefit,
merely because they are insane, and because they ought to be, as people
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suppose, treated as insane. It would be a very hard thing, sir, if you or I,
or any of us here, when we got into a state of dotage, and became trouble
some to our friends, and paralytic, and got into dirty habits, and wet the
beds, and all that sort of thing, should be hauled off to a madhouse and
made out insane ; but that is the system which has been carried on in this
country. There is a premium held out to make every old and troublesome
person in a workhouse insane. I deny altogether that there are eight or
nine thousand people in workhouses insane. I do not believe a word of it.
I do not believe, if you went over every workhouse in England, you could
find that number ; but I should like, gentlemen, to define insanity. No one
can agree upon it. There are imbecile people in workhouses. I do not at
all advocate the system of treating any person that is curable in a workhouse ;
but I could find 27 per cent, of cases in lunatic asylums that could be as
well treated in a workhouse, under proper dietary and a proper system of
management.

It is unnecessary for me to say more upon the subject. I only wish it
distinctly understood that 1 do not advocate the system of the treatment of
acute or curable cases in workhouses, but I want to weed the asylums
of chronic cases, in order that they may be hospitals, and not be turned
into workhouses, which they are likely to be if the present law is not
altered.

The President.â€”Ithink we shall all feel, from our experience of the large
county asylums, that a vast proportion of these patients might be taken very
good care of, and in a much less expensive manner than they are in county
asylums. It strikes me that in addition to that, the cost to the county is
very unnecessarily increased by the care of these persons in asylums, and
the interests of the curable and recent cases seriously prejudiced. If we
consider the case of the Colney Hatch Asylum, the enormous extent of which
makes it impossible that the medical staff should exercise all the supervision
that is desirable ; we must feel that this is in consequence of the enormous
number, as Dr. Boyd says, of imbecile old people. You may, if you will,
call them insane, but to all intents and purposes they are imbecile creatures,
and might be kept just as well in cottages or in suitable wards in work
houses, as they are in the county asylum.

Dr. Maudsley.â€”I may observe, with regard to the observations of Dr.
Wood, that if you place these persons under the visitors of county asylums,
you will find that the requirements that are made even in the case of im
beciles for their proper care and comfort in the workhouses, will be such
that, if the workhouse wards are to fulfil the requirements of the Com
missioners in Lunacy, the expense of the treatment of the insane poor in
workhouses will be practically very much the same, in my opinion, as it is in
the county asylums.

Jtr. Mundy.â€”I venture to say that in Scotland the arrangements are so
excellent that the cost is equal to the cost in the public county asylums.

Dr. Monro.â€”Ido not know whether there would be any use in dividing
the visitors and superintendents. Of course the visitors would go as magis
trates, and so on ; but would it be advisable, supposing the plan which Dr.
Boyd suggests is carried out, of retaining a ward in the workhouses for the
insane under better auspices, that the superintendent of the county asylum
should visit those patients as well as the visitors ? It would be placing a
great deal of extra work upon them, and would hardly be within their
functions.

Dr. Boyd.â€”The superintendents select the cases.
Dr. Maudsley.â€”Ihave no objection, I repeat, to Dr. Boyd's motion as it

stands.
The President.â€”We need not, then, go farther into the details of the
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question, but simply put this resolution to the meeting: "That in the
opinion of this meeting the treatment of the insane now in workhouses is
not satisfactory, and that it is desirable to have the care of all the insane
poor of the counties transferred to the visitors and superintendents of thecounty asylums."

Dr. Robertson then read a paper entitled, " REMARKS ON A RECENT
ATTEMPT AT THE COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF BETHLEHEM HOSPITAL ANDOF THE ENGLISH COUNTYASYLUMS." [See Pari I, Original Articles.]

Dr. Monro.â€”Gentlemen, I cannot help feeling, after hearing this report of
Dr. Robertson, and after having considered the subject of statistics onformer occasions, that the saying of D'Israeli is about as true as anything,
that of all the humbugs of the present day that of statistics is the greatest.
It seems, however, that Dr. Robertson wishes to prove that Bethlehem is in
a bad situation from the amount of deaths and the paucity of recoveries.
That is what he seems to wish to prove, in opposition to the contrary
assertion of Dr. Helps. Now I have one little fact to mention. I supposethere is hardly any one here who would look on St. Luke's Hospital as being
in a very much better situation than Bethlehem Hospital, or as very much
better than all the county asylums ; but as regards the results in cures, I
must say that the cures I have heard read to-day, seem to me to belong to
a different category altogether. We do not think anything of 50, 53, and56 per cent, at St. Luke's. Our recoveries, for years and years together,
were 68 per cent.

The President.â€”Recent cases ?
Dr. Monro.â€”Yes.
The President.â€”The same class of cases ?
Dr. Monro.â€”Yes,made out from the same class of cases as Bethlehem,

and under the same regulations. But I am not attempting at the presentmoment to prove from this that St. Luke's is a very healthy situation, or,
on the other hand, that the medical treatment at St. Luke's is super-
excellent. I believe what I am trying to prove, more than anything else,is the utter humbug of all statistics. I know, for instance, at St. Luke's
Hospital, that the variety in the deaths of the year is quite remarkable in
the same class of cases, year after year. I am not pretending to state the
fact accurately, but I think our deaths used to be about eight or nine in the
year, or seven or eight in the year out of about 150 or 160 patients; but I
am sorry to say that in the last six months we have exceeded in our first
half year what is due for the whole year. It is altogether uncertain ; but
of the two, Dr. Helps trying to prove that Bethlehem Hospital is in a good
situation from his statistics, and Dr. Robertson trying to prove that Beth
lehem Hospital is in a bad situation from his statistics; upon these twoalternatives, I cannot help saying, so far as I can follow Dr. Robertson's
argument, that Dr. Helps is more in the right than Dr. Robertson. Dr.Robertson tries to draw a marked distinction between Dr. Helps' statistics
and Dr. Helps' works, and Dr. Hood's statistics and Dr. Hood's works.
Dr. Hood is one of the best men that ever lived ; and with regard to Dr.
Helps, I do not say that Dr. Robertson says he is the contrary ; but he
certainly draws a very uncomfortable comparison between the two ; and
yet, as a fact, Dr. Hood and Dr. Helps are the greatest friends, allied for
years in the working of the hospital together, and, in fact, all their expe
rience and all their work is very much one. I think that a little adds to the
very unsatisfactoriness of the attempt of coming to any conclusion from the
result of these statistics. I do not know why Dr. Robertson has taken up
so very strongly the cue of pitching into Bethlehem Hospital, for I really
cannot call it anything else than that. I remember the time when Dr.
Robertson was exceedingly fond of Bethlehem Hospital, and he once stood
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for the office of physician there.* Of course I cannot help having a sort of
prejudice in favour of Bethlehem Hospital. As I said last year, my family
were associated with it for something like 140 years, since 17'28, and of
course I feel a little riled at finding that Dr. Robertson, who once thought
it such an honour to be in any way connected with Bethlehem Hospital,
taking so many occasions for trying to make out things against it. Of course
everybody is at liberty to do just what they choose, but I really think thatunless you are willing to look upon St. Luke's Hospital as in an infinitely
better locality than Bethlehem Hospital, you cannot come to any conclusion,
either good or bad, from the statistics which Dr. Robertson has brought
forward. The question of Bethlehem Hospital has been settled, and there
fore we need not have any particular anxiety about it now as we had two
years ago. Allow me to say, that Dr. Hood is one of my greatest friends.
I am not thinking or dreaming of saying a word against him, but, of course,
it is not altogether agreeable to have such atteution drawn to the fact of the
statistics having improved immediately so soon as the old regime ceased,
and the new regime began. I also think, certainly, that if Dr. Hood was
here he would back up Dr. Helps to the uttermost, and that there is no
occasion for any of you to think that Dr. Hood and Dr. Helps are quite the
antipodes to each other, but quite the contrary.

Dr. Daney.â€”Ithink, Mr. President, if any one wished to verify an old
adage, which says that doctors differ, they would only have to come into this
meeting this afternoon, and they would have manifest evidence that doctors
do indeed differ, and to a very serious extent, and under circumstances in
which mistakes or differences of opinion could hardly be expected to be
found, because figures are looked upon as matters demonstrative of truth ;
but, according to Dr. Monro, figures are all fudge and statistics a mass of
humbug. Well, I am disposed to think there is a great deal in statistics,
but we have only to use them, and we have only to use figures as they should
be used. U e should adopt one uniform system in making our tables of ad
missions, recoveries, deaths, and so on. When that system is adopted, I
think we shall avoid the mistakes made either by Dr. Helps or Dr. Robertson,
or perhaps by both; and it is greatly to be desired that this uniform system,
of which much has been said to-day, should obtain. I have myself much
faith in statistics, and I do hope the uniformity that has been recommended
we shall find generally accepted, not only by the superintendents of county
asylums but by every medical gentleman connected with the insane in any
kind of way.Dr. Tute.â€”I should like to say a word or two on one point in Dr. Monro's
remarks. I think it is a fallacy on his part to undervalue statistics. I
believe that statistics, if properly collected and properly compared together,
are of the utmost value in the consideration especially of medical questions,
and I am surprised that in this room so distinguished a member of the
College of Physicians as Dr. Monro, should throw any doubt on that matter.It appears to me that the point of Dr. Robertson's paper is not to show that
Dr. Helps was wrong, or that he was worse or better than anybody else,
but to show that Dr. Helps had put forward an argument in support of
Bethlehem Hospital which his figures did prove, but proved it by a fallacy ;
and I think there is no doubt whatever, that without any disrespect to Dr.
Hood or Dr. Helps, or any invidious comparison between him and Dr.
Hood, he showed that the statistics of Bethlehem were not so superior as
they clearly ought to be. To throw any doubt on statistics that are compared together in the way St. Luke's and Bethlehem are here, sixty-five
recent cases in the one and forty in the other, would be like schoolboys
trying to compare fractions before reducing them to a common denominator.

* See note to Dr. Ilobertson's Paper, Part I, Original Articles, page 31i.
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Dr. Monro.â€”But Bethlehem and St. Luke's are common as regards regu

lations and admissions.
Dr. Take.â€”With regard to recent cases, you have to compare their ages ;

for instance, if you took 100 recent cases, and compared them with another
100 recent cases, you would get probably into a dreadful dilemma, because
you would ignore the only way in which they should be compared together,
so many of the same sex, and so many of the same age, admitted at the same
time, and for the same disease. Without this there is no possible way of
making any comparison. I think this meeting ought to acquit Dr. Robertson
of doing more than defending the English county asylums against the figures
of Dr. Helps.

Dr. Arlidge.â€”Iagree with Dr. Monro that the figures brought before us
in this way are not proof, one way or another, of what they were attempted
to show, which is, that one place is better than another, or that one treatment
is better than another, or that the circumstances surrounding Bethlehem are
better or worse than those attaching to the county asylums. It is so -very
frequently the case in statistics that the figures compared are not comparable.
The conditions surrounding the facts which are brought together in the form
of figures are so different. As Dr. Monro says, in Bethlehem and in St.Luke's the conditions of admission are the same, but besides that the question
of the relative or the medium age ought also to be brought into con
sideration.

Dr. Monro.â€”Itis the same.
Dr. Arlidge.â€”At the same time you ini^Iit admit on the same conditions a

certain number of patients as to the duration of their illness, but the average
age in any one case might exceed the age of the people admitted toBethlehem in the same year. Then Dr. Robertson's statistics seem worthless
in this respectâ€”they are based on a very small number of cases. If you
take the Retreat, or some other place where only a dozen or two patients in
a year are admitted, and they manage to cure six or nine of these, it gives a
large proportion of cures. Again, with reference to deaths, out of a dozen
admitted, only one perhaps will die in one year and half a dozen may die
the next. These statistics are therefore worthless unless you take a large
number of years and a very large range. As far as showing anythingtherefore goes, I do not think Dr. Helps' figures prove what he would
attempt, nor do I think that Dr. Robertson's quite contradict them, because
he has made some mistakes in giving some of his data upon too scanty
numbers.

Dr. Maudsley.â€”I have one general observation to make with regard to
statistics, a great deal having been said about the fallaciousness of them.
As this is the time, however, for remembering old adages, I would in regard
to the fallaciousness of statistics, first mention a remark which occurs to my
mind ; it is this, that there is nothing in the world so fallacious as figures
except facts. Having said this, I would point out what is, after all, the veal
aim and object of statistics. Statistics never do establish laws or exact
facts of any kind; they merely establish tendencies, and are of no further
use than to afford a starting place for further and more rigorous inquiries ;
they give us a line of direction in which to pursue investigations, but they
never give you the law you are to discover. If they are properly collected,

â€¢as Dr. Arlidge has just remarked so well, they are certainly most useful, but
they are generally so insufficiently taken as to be not only not useful but
positively to mislead. Strictly comparable cases are not taken ; conditions
and circumstances of importance are neglected, or are not observed as they
should be, so that the statistics lose all their value, and are positively used
for the purpose of inculcating what is not true. Instead of performing what
is their right function, saving you from having ignorance foisted upon you,
they even foist error upon you.
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Di'. Mauro.â€”We should be glad, Dr. Webster, if you would say a little

on the subject. Dr. Webster's connection with Bethlehem Hospital is very
intimate, and whatever he says upon it would be of the greatest advantage
to us. He has been one of the governors there for the longest period, and
one of the most active governors.

The President.â€”U is hardly fair to call Dr. Webster out if he feels any
hesitation on the subject.

Dr. Monro.â€”Ihave only one reason for regretting having tried to write
down statistics, and that is, that some of the most interesting I ever read
were made by Dr. Webster upon Bethlehem Hospital itself; and I at one
time went in for a few statistics, and I remember well I was guilty of greatplagiarism in copying from Dr. Webster's.

Dr. Webster.â€”Having been called on by Dr. Honro, and as it seems to be
the wish that I should make one or two observations, perhaps this society
will permit me to state that I feel myself in a very peculiar situation, being,
as you know, a governor of Bethlehem Hospital, and taking great interest
in it. In anything I might say, therefore, I should be the last person to
criticise and make any reflections on Bethlehem Hospital. Dr. Monro has
alluded to the fallacy of statistics. I am very sorry to hear that from Dr.
Monro, because it comes with great weight; and I know it applies to the
statistics of Bethlehem Hospital, or I presume it does, because they are
there very numerous ; and I dare say that Dr. Wood knows very well that
those tables that were published by the Bethlehem Hospital were originally
formed, twenty-one years ago, by myself. Mr. Laurie and myself drew up
the first Report of Bethlehem Hospital, and I took the charge of statistics;
therefore I am very sorry to hear that statistics are all bosh.

Dr. Monro.â€”\approve of yours, Dr. Webster.
Dr. Webster.â€”Ithink the statistics of Bethlehem Hospital <>ivea very great

deal of valuable information, enabling gentlemen to draw deductions and
inferences which are of the greatest value. With regard to the table Dr.
Robertson has mentioned, that, of course, I have nothing to do with ; in fact,
I have nothing to do with the tables at all, except that they are kept in the
game form as Dr. Robertson has alluded to; and with all respect to what
Dr. Monro has said, I think some of the remarks which Dr. Robertson has
made are very much to the purpose, because the patients in Bethlehem
Hospital, no one knows better than Dr. Wood, are of a very peculiar class.
They are recent cases, and therefore the number of cures and the number
of deaths must not be compared with the number of deaths in other asylums,
where many of them are old cases, physically as well as morally, and not ofthe same class. Dr. Monro has alluded to the number of cures in St. Luke's
Hospital. I think, if I mistake not, he says the number is much larger than
in Bethlehemâ€”that they are 69 per cent.

Dr. Honro.â€”Sixty-eight.
Dr. Webster.â€”The number with us is 52 per cent. As I said before, I am

very unwilling to make any remarks because of my peculiar position, but I
must dissent from the doctrine of your ex-president, that statistics are
humbug and bosh.

Dr. Monro.â€”Idid not quite say that.
The President.â€”I am sorry that Mr. Ellis is not here, because he could,

perhaps, have explained to you more satisfactorily than I can, how it was
that these statistics came about. I have not his direct authority for telling
you, but, as I believe he only wishes that you should know the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 1 think I am entitled to tell you the
facts. Some two or three years ago, before Mr. Ellis was appointed to St.Luke's, he was attached to the Hanwell Asylum, and he was asked when the
very popular question of removing Bethlehem was before tho public, what he
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could do to help that side of the question. I do not know what suggested to
him the idea of giving these statistics, or whether, indeed, it was his own
idea, or was suggested by somebody else. However, he set to work very
industriously to issue circulars to different county asylums, and to obtain
statistics for the purpose of proving that Bethlehem was, what some of our
friends wished to represent it, a very horrible place. Unfortunately for
his then view, the facts did not come out as he wanted them to do, and he
could not make out, as he had hoped to have done, a case against Bethlehem
from these statistics, and the result was that the case was not put forward
at all. Time went on, and Mr. Ellis ceased to be interested in that view of
the question. He came to be a colleague of mine and my friend Dr.
Rlonro. We did not go quite with the popular notion, as to throwing
Bethlehem into the kennel, and with it the hundreds of thousands of pounds
that had been spent upon it. We thought there were some disadvantages
in it, and that if it were to be built again it might be improved ; still we
thought, as prudent people, there was no sufficent case made out against it
to warrant the enormous waste of throwing such a building away. On the
occasion of one of our meetings here, I said something upon the subject, and
I believe it got into some of the journals, and some of those connected with
Bethlehem heard that I had made some remarks upon the subject here, and
I was applied to, to know if I would have any objection to give evidence
before the Charity Commissioners. I said, " I do not want to mix myself
up with a contested question of this sort, but still I do not know why 1
should object to tell you what I think. You must take it for what it isworth." Accordingly I was asked to give this evidence, and in talking over
the matter with my colleague, Mr. Ellis, in our ordinary tour through the
wards of the hospital, he told me what he had attempted, and how he hadfailed. "Well," I said, "if you have collected those Â¡acts,I think it would
be but fair that they should be made use of. Although they were got for
the purpose of saying something against Bethlehem, if they turn out to bein favour of Bethlehem it is not quite fair to suppress them." Mr. Ellis
saw no reason why they should not be collected, and accordingly he set to
work to collect them, and now Dr. Helps has got the credit, or rather the
discredit of putting forth these figures, but he is in no way responsible for
them ; they are not his collection at all. He cannot surely be blamed for
making use of evidence which was provided for him by another. It seems
a very natural thing for him to do, having the opinion that he has, an
opinion which, curiously enough, is entertained by every one of the medical
men who have been attached to Bethlehem, both past and present. It
seems, therefore, but natural that he should avail himself of the opportunity
which these statistics afford him of supporting his own view. So much then
for the facts as to the manner in which these statistics were collectedâ€”
with no view of saying anything unkind or disparaging, in the least degree,
of other places, but really for the purpose of showing that there was not
such a grave case against Bethlehem after all as was supposed. I am very
much disposed to agree with my friend Dr. Monro, as to the question of
statistics being very worthless under many circumstances. Of course, under
certain circumstances, they are most valuable, but, as Dr. AiTiilge has ob
served, of what value are statistics coming from an institution where it may
so happen that there has been only one death, and you may say that in con
sequence of that circumstance the death-rate is something marvellously low ?
It cannot be pretended that in that instance they are of any worth what
ever, and yet that is what is pleaded by Dr. Robertson, asa part of his case.
That there were certain omissions in the statistics prepared by Mr. Ellis I
can quite believe: no doubt there were; but still, as far as they go, they
are rather in favour thau against Bethlehem. But putting aside the ques-
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tion of statistics altogether, let us come to the honest facts which are within
our own knowledge and belief. I do not think that Dr. Robert.-on, or any
of those who are most determinedly opposed to Bethlehem, will pretend to
s.iy that the deaths in Bethlehem have anything whatever to do with the
locality. I do not think he will pretend to tell me that if there happened to
have been sixteen or sixty deaths (of course there are nothing like sixty),
but I will say, if there happened to be ten or fifteen deaths, that was in the
smallest degree influenced by the position of Bethlehem. Dr. Monro has
told you that, in our own hospital, it so happens that in the last six months
we have had more than our yearly average of deaths. Dr. Robertson may,perhaps, argue that it is because St. Luke's is as bad a place, or perhaps,
worse than Bethlehem ; but the truth is, that if you take the whole statistics,and I think the statistics of St. Luke's were published some years ago, for
something like a hundred years [DÃ¯.Arlidge.â€”Yes a hundred yearsâ€”the
centenary], they show a very satisfactory return in all respects as regardsSt. Luke's, perfectly putting out of the question the idea that the sanitary
condition of St. Luke's was anything to be complained of. We must all
know, perfectly well, as regards the death-rate, that in these institutions it
very considerably depends on accidental circumstances. I do not at the
present moment recall the individual cases. I am sorry that I did not refer
to them before coming here, that I might have told you briefly the circum
stances under which each of these patients died during this year, that you
might have judged how far they had anything to dowith the locality. Of coursein Bethlehem, as in St. Luke's, a certain number, very often a large proportion
of the patients who die, are patients who come in almost moribund. Many
persons come to both these hospitalsâ€”I speak that from personal knowledge
of the factâ€”almost moribund, and are received merely because we are un
willing to send them out to die. It is a factâ€”I speak advisedlyâ€”that I
have myself frequently sanctioned the admission of patients that I believedwould hardly have lived to their journey's end, if we had refused them ad
mission. A certain proportion of these patients die, do what you can for
them. It cannot be pretended that it is because they get into an unhealthy
locality. And then this great fact stares one in the face, to which it seems
to me there can be no answer, that Bethlehem does not avowedly stand in
the healthiest neighbourhood. Lambeth is known to be a low-lying dis
trict, and not the healthiest neighbourhood certainly; but when cholera was
raging, which it did literally up to the very walls of the hospital, for there
were cottages built up against our walls, I believe, in which patients were
dying, we had not a single case of cholera in the hospital. I think that is
an unanswerable argument to anything that is alleged against Bethlehem as
to its sanitary condition, and I suppose that in the district of Lambeth there
was a larger proportion of deaths from cholera than in almost any other
district, in London, and was it not something marvellous that in a small area
of, I think, fourteen acres, there was not (I was going to say), not a single
death, but, if I rightly remember, there was not a single case. I think that
fact alone settles the question of the healthiness of the spot, and I never
heard an argument used that could be considered as for one moment standing
against it. Well, as I said before, with regard to the death?, we must all
know perfectly well that there are a certain number of patients who come
into our hospitals and asylums who will die, put them where you will. It
does not matter whether they are at the top of a mountain, or at the bottom
of the valley, or whether they are in one place or anotherâ€”their days are
numbered, and they die as a matter of course. It is rather a question of
how far the diseases have run, and how long the patients can be kept alive
by the most generous diet, stimulants, and that kind of thing. I have apatient now under my care in St. Luke's Hospital, who has been there a
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{Treat many years, and who Â¡skept alive by a most costly diet ; he, in fact,
lives upon wine and brandy, and other things, in a most lordly fashion.
I do not hesitate to say that if that man had been with his friends he
could not have had these things, ami he must have died. He is simply kept
alive by a diet which would be out of the question in any other place than
a hospital. The locality has, in the majority of cases, nothing to do with
the matter; it is simply a question of the care and treatment. Then
again, although we feel that there are reasons why the rates of cure differ so
very much in different asylums, this fact yet remains, which Dr. Monro hasvery fairly pointed out, that the average cures of St. Luke's have been
upwards of sixty per cent. We do not claim for ourselves any special
merit for that. There is some accident or other which goes a long way to
influence that result; but, although we do not claim any special merit for
ourselves, still the fact remains, and unless we are prepared to admit thatthe position of St. Luke's is something very superior to the position of
Bethlehem, we must allow that the sanitary condition of both is not so un
satisfactory as our friend Dr. Robertson wishes us to believe. At any rate,
I should hope that it be distinctly understood that the statistics which have
given occasion for this paper were produced in perfect good faith by one
who had no interest whatever in Bethlehem. They were got together for
the very opposite purpose to which they have been applied. They failed
entirely in supporting the view for which they were collected, and in common
fairness it seemed but reasonable that they should be made known, and made
use of.

Dr. Mziiidy,â€”Allow me to say a word on this subject. As Dr. Davey
said, certain principles must be laid down independently of statistics ; and
under certain circumstances, as Dr. Monro very justly remarked, they are
only humbug. I believe the intention of Dr. Robertson was merely to show
that Bethlehem had not found a new arcanum to cure the insane in a much
higher degree than county asylums, although Bethlehem is in a much more
favorable position than many county or private asylums. You know that
it is a fixed rule at Bethlehem that incurable patients should be retained
only for one year. I do not mean to say that this rule is strictly observed
â€”indeed, I know it is not ; but still the rule exists. Now what is the
real basis of statistics ? The first basis is good principles, which we have
not at all. Cure, admission, and discharge are really worth nothing. The
first principles of good statistics should be honesty, straightforwardness, and
truth. I do not say that medical men are not honest ; I beg to say that
they are ; but statistics are nothing but a great drum for one place or
another. If they say at one place, " We have cured seventy-five per cent.,"
they immediately say at another, "We have cured eighty-five or one hun
dred." I could illustrate this by reports which I have in my hands.
Statistics are worth nothing, unless they are based on proper principles.
You say you discharge so many patients ; they are not in your place any
longer ; but where arc they ? Perhaps in the place of your neighbour, or
in the workhouse, or perhaps, they are dead, having died from insanity.
The same man that is cured by you to-day dies perhaps in a fortnight, in a
private house, in another lunatic asylum, or in a workhouse. The conclusion
I come to is, that we want certain fixed principles laid do\vn upon which to
base our statistics ; and unless we have these, our contentions will only be
like a battle of windmills.

I)/: Robertson.â€”Iwill in the first place, Mr. President, say how cordially
I concur with you in all you have said on the subject of statistics. When,
two years ago, I ventured to urge the removal of Bethlehem from its present
site in the Lambeth Marshes, you may remember I did not ground my case
on statistics, but on a very much wider fact, viz., that the scientific treatment
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of the Insane could not lie earned out in a large town hospital. I did not
attempt statistics ; and the question having been, as Dr. Monro boasts,
settled, by the obstructive governors, and the golden opportunity of building
u new Bethlehem, such as my revered friend Dr. Conolly pictured, having
been allowed to pass, I should have been quite content to let the question
drop, and leave the governors of Bethlehem and their chosen physician
to their own devices. The School having been given up also, I felt disposedto leave the case of Bethlehem in despair ; but when this year's Report was
sent to me, and I was told there of fifty in the thousand of recent cases
dying in Bethlehem, while of similar selected cases in the asylums in the
home counties, 135 in the 1000 died, I could not keep a silence which
must have seemed an acquiescence in this monstrous fallacy. Hence it was
that I was driven by Dr. Helps into this examination of the Bethlehem
statistics. I think that when my paper is published that you, sir, will with
your knowledge of asylum statistics agree with me that I have made out
my case. However, I am, of course, no fair judge on this point. At any rate,
you must admit that, as superintendent of one of the asylums of the Home
counties, I am the attacked party. Bethlehem, in the redoubtable personof her resident physician, has pitched into me (to quote Dr. Monro's elegant
diction), not I into Bethlehem. Here is the resident physician of Bethle
hem saying, "Look! in the asylums of the home counties, your mortality
in recent cases is 133 in 1000, mine at Bethlehem, in similar selected cases,
is only 50 in the 1000 ; hence my natural advantages are very great, andmy site healthy." You have done me the honour of listening to my reply
in the paper read, and I shall not presume to trespass further on the time
of the meeting.

Dr. Dasey.â€”It is a very few minutes, Mr. President, that I shall occupy
your attention and the attention of the gentlemen present ; but I am induced
to show you upon this occasion two MODELSor BEDSTEADS,which I conceive
are very valuable, and very well adapted for the accommodation of a certain
class of patients, particularly in county asylums ; I mean those patientswhich are technically called " wet patients." Now, I may perhaps be of a
rather hopeful temperament ; but certainly I am not so hopeful as to expect
that under any kind of discipline, however favorable and well-judged that
discipline may be, you will ever succeed in getting rid of wet patients, as
they are called. Such patients will turn up every now and then, in spite of
the best management ; therefore it becomes a question how best to accom
modate them, and what form of bedstead to use for them. The subject has
been for long years past in my mind ; and the bedsteads, the models of which
are before you, have been long in use at the Hanwell and Colney Hatch
Asylums. They were introduced by me at Hanwell in 1843, and at Colney
Hatch in 1851 ; and 1 am induced to call your attention to these bedsteads
now, because, to my surprise, I read in a report of a county asylum for only
last year, 1864, these words. It is an extract from the report made by the
Commissioners of Lunacy on the occasion of their visiting a county asylum." The proportion of straw beds," they say, " is still large ; the return of wet
and dirty beds for the last night was eleven in the male and twenty-three in
the female wards." Now, I thought that the straw beds had been got rid
of, and I was not at all prepared to learn that straw beds were in use in any
county asylum. You will therefore judge of my surprise when I read that
sentence. It immediately occurred to me that there may be other asylums
than this one, the report of which I hold in my hand, in which the straw
beds are still in use ; and if such be the case, I thought I should be doing
some service in the cause of the insane, if I were to take this opportunity of
calling your attention to the models before you. You are aware that at the
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Hanwell Asylum.the straw beds were for many years in use, and I think it
was Dr. Conolly who objected so strongly to those straw beds, for they are
very objectionable, very filthy, and very disagreeable ; they make the walls
in a wretched state in the morning, and altogether they are very slovenly
and very ill adapted for the class of patients for whom they are employed ;
and Dr. Conolly, with the aid of the officers at Hanwell, on one occasionâ€”
I think it must have been about the year 1840â€”contrived this form of
instrument which I hold in my hand. It goes by the technical name of the
stretcher, and is placed in the ordinary bedstead. I found this stretcher in
general use at Hanwell at the time of my appointment in 1840. I had not
been long at Hanwell, and had hardly become practically acquainted with
the requirements of the insane, before it struck me, from my experience, that
these stretchers were very objectionable. Every now and then I was called
into the wards early in the morning on account of these stretchers having
been broken ; and not only so, but because the broken pieces had been made
implements of offence or defence, as the case might be ; and during my con
nection with Hanwell Asylum, particularly the early part of it, I had to treat
numbers of accidents the result of the employment of these broken stretchers
by patients. There was another objection with regard to these stretchers.
They were often not used as they were intended ; they were taken down and
placed in a corner of the room, and the patients were found lying on the
bottom of these bedsteads. These were very palpable objections to the use
of the stretcher. It occurred to me that all the advantages of the stretcher
might be obtainedâ€”getting rid of the disadvantages. With that object in
view, I contrived to place the framework of the stretcher on the bedsteadâ€”
to make it, so to speak, a fixture, a part and parcel of the bedstead. Here
is the stretcher, represented by these two iron bars ; they are fixed on the
inner and upper part of the bedstead, and they fall into a groove at the lower
part, and slip readily into a metal notch, where they become fixtures, and
are fastened by the attendant from the outside. Of course, when the bed
stead is prepared for use, this canvas is placed. There are two canvases to
each bedstead ; one is supposed to be used one night, and the other another ;
the dirty canvas is taken away in the morning to the laundress and washed,
and is ready for use again at the proper time. By this contrivance the
patient has all the advantages of a stretcher, without the disadvantages to
which I have alluded. But it occurred to me that I might modify this, and
I therefore contrived this bedstead, which you see opens like a flap. This is
covered with sheeting and the blanket, and upon the canework the patient
lies. This is easily kept clean ; no offensive smell can arise from it ; sup
posing it to be found wet in the morning, the attendant merely wipes it with
a wet flannel, and cleans it very easily indeed. At night it falls down, and
is fastened from the outside. I think this arrangement is greatly to be pre
ferred, and I submit these bedsteads to you as very important matters in the
furnishing of any county asylum; for, besides being much more cleanly, and
preferable in every respect to the straw beds, they would accomplish a great
saving in point of expenditure. There is a saving, I think, of about 8Â«.
or 9s. in this bedstead, compared with the other bedstead and a couple of
stretchers. That of itself is a consideration, which may weigh heavily in the
minds of many of our county magistrates, who, of course, do the best they
can towards furnishing county asylums at the cheapest rate. [See Plate in
illustration of bedsteads at the end of Journal.]

The President.â€”This question of bedsteads is one in which I have taken
some interest. Another scheme occurred to me, while I was at Bethlehem,
and it has been carried out in a somewhat modified form. It is, perhaps,
of rather too expensive a character for county asylums. I do not know the
cost of these things; but my plan is, to have a spring mattress with a hole
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in the centre, covered with stout waterproof material. *A metal tube is
drawn through and screwed on. You then have a very comfortable bed ;
you require no more bedding at all ; and you readily get rid of all mois
ture. The objection to the others is that they hold the moisture ; they be-
become saturated, and a nasty smell arises. I do not know how far the ob
jection to my plan on the score of expense may be obviated by the mat
tresses being made in large quantities ; but now-a-days they do make spring
mattresses very cheaply.

Dr. Maudsley.â€”They have them now in a common mattress.
The President.â€”No doubt, but it would simplify the matter by having

spring mattresses. This, as Dr. Davey is aware, is the old stylo of bed
stead.

Dr. Davey.â€”The bedstead itself is old: the appendage is what I
suggested.*

Dr. Maudsley.â€”Sir,on behalf of Dr. E. Sparshall Willett, who is not able to
be himself present, I exhibit this to the Association. It is AN INSTRUMENTFOR
FEEDING those who will not take their own food, and is intended to super
sede the stomach-pump. The advantages of it are, I believe, that in the
first place you can manage the whole instrument with one hand. This
spring which I touch is at present closed ; but by putting pressure upon it
the fluid, beef tea, or whatever it is, begins to flow. You can stop it at
any moment by letting the spring go. Inside this elegant apparatus is a
tolerably close sieve, that would prevent anything going through that might
stick in the tube.

Dr. Monro.â€”Isnot that tube rather large for the nostril ?
Dr. Maudsley.â€”It is rather large for the nostril, but it is intended for

that.
Dr. Take.â€”It appears to me there is a very obvious objection to that instru

ment. In using the nostril tube with the ordinary biggin-bottom sieve, or the
common bladder, as I always do, you have the power of applying slight pressure
upon the contents you want to send in, and that will send a thicker fluid ; but
it is obvious that with this apparatus you could only send the very finest ; you
have no pumping power.
! The President.â€”That is the objection I was going to suggest. It is obvious
that through such a small tube as this, unless you had some more force than
mere atmospheric pressure, you would be a very long time getting the food
through. When you are obliged to resort to a nose-tube, in case of violent
opposition through the mouth, â€¢whichI think is always the most preferable way,
you do not quite know what you are doing ; and another objection is the
time occupied in getting the food into the stomach, which is a most material
matter.

Dr. Monro.â€”Besides that, I should have thought this tube too large for the
nostril.

Dr. Maudsley.â€”It is rather large, but it will go easily enough down the-
nostril.

Dr. Davey.â€”Will you allow me to make a few remarks in connection with
this matter ? Of course I have in my time been called upon oa very many

* Note by Dr. uobertson.â€”In many of ilie county asylums a complete system
of nigU-nursing lias obviated the necessity for the use of these expedients against
wet beds, here referred to by Dr. Davey and the President. I regret that I teas
absent from the meeting during the reading of Dr. Davey's paper, or I should more

fully have supported this view. The present practice in this point is a dozen years
altead of these mechanical contrivances, which indeed have leen all placed oat of
use by the employment of night-nursing on Mr. Gaskell's principle, and which
necessarily prevents wet beds.
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occasions to administer food to patients who obstinately refused it. For a
long number of years I used what I know is used now to a very great extentâ€”
the ordinary stomach-pump ; but I have not used the stomach-pump since
1858, and I have never used a nasal tube. I have liad, however, during the
past six or seven years many cases of obstinate refusal of food, and so obstinate
has the refusal been that I have been compelled upon many occasions to resort
to the forcible administration of nourishment, and I have never failed to give
my patient as much food as I liked. The instrument that I use is not unlike
this. It has not a tube like this, but it terminates in an ordinary nipple. The
patient is laid on the sofa ; I go behind the sofa, at the head, and approach the
patient from behind. The head is firmly held, and this nipple I pass into one
nostril; having secured it with a common stop-cock, I let pass into the nostril
about a table-spoonful of beef tea or milk. From the position in which the
patient is, that drops directly into the pharynx, and the ordinary motion throws
it into the stomach. It takes me ten minutes or a quarter of an hour ; but in
that time I can give half or three quarters of a pint of fluid in a very easy
way ; and I always approach a case of that kind with the utmost conGdencc,
knowing I am going to succeed. I have adopted that plan for the last six or
seven years, and have never failed.

Dr. Nonro.â€”Have you a model of that instrument ?
Dr. Davey.â€”Ihave one that I always keep near at hand, and have often

been called in to these cases by medical men in my neighbourhood, and they
have been the very worst cases, or I should not have been called in to them.

Dr. Monro.â€”That scheme obviates the great danger of the nasal tube.
Dr. Maudsley.â€”Iused regularly at one time to adopt the plan of Dr. Daveyâ€”
Dr. Datey.â€”It was invented by one of the medical superintendents of the

Northampton Asylum.
Dr. Maiuhley.â€”I was going to mention the plan I adopted with regard to

it when I was superintendent of the Manchester Hospital. I used to feed
people through the nostril with the ordinary elastic bottle, and an ordinary
ivory pipe, putting the nozzle of it into the nostril, and allowing the food to
run down, which in most cases it will do. Now and then, however, you come
across obstinate cases, in which the patient tries everything he can to resist,
and you run great danger of getting the food into the trachea, and of choking
the patient. I recollect a very powerful man whom I had to feed in that way
twice a day for three weeks, and on one occasion he struggled so violently, and
made such efforts to eject the food by mouth and nostril, that some of it got
into the larynx, and he was as nearly as possible asphyxiatedâ€”the attendant
thought he wasâ€”andI had to give it up, and resort to ordinary measures.
Since then I have never fed any one except by the stomach-pump, which I
certainly very much prefer.

Dr. Davey.â€”Ishall certainly go on using it through the remainder of my
life. But it requires great care. You must not adopt any hasty or abrupt
measures.

Mr. Sankey.â€”What would be the difference between the stop-cock and the
old Lincoln funnel P

Dr. Hunt.â€”Forthe last six or seven years I have had a great deal to do
with feeding in hospitals and in private practice. I have had to feed one or
two cases for nine weeks, and I have tried every device I could. For the last
four or five years I have always used a tube like this of Dr. Willett. This is
not at all too large; it should be somewhat longer. I have been in the habit
of using an india-rubber bottle. You can have it of any size, and you can use
any amount of force with it. Anything in reason can pass through this. I
have never yet seen a bad symptom result, and I have never had any trouble
in passing the tube. Another great advantage I have always found from it is,
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that the patient can be sitting up in the chair, and the attendants, if you \vant
two, can take him by the arm and pass it down into the stomach. Tlic patient
then has the mouth to breathe through; you have not to put anything over
the mouth, or to use any force there ; whereas, -with the old feeding plans, you
have to put a cover over the mouth to prevent the patient getting the food
there and spitting it out; and sometimes the patient will throw it all over you,
and all over his own face. But by passing this tube into the stomach you
have no occasion to lose a single drop of fluid. I think I am speaking within
bounds when I say that in the last six years I have fed over a hundred patients,
and in more than one instance for nine weeks at a time.

The President.â€”It strikes me that Wie tube is rather too short.
Dr. Maudsley.â€”It does not matter if you get it beyond the glottis.
Dr. Take.â€”Ihope no member will hesitate to give small quantities of food

without any apparatus at all. In case of the refusal of medicine there is no
possible difficulty in administering it. The only difficulty in feeding through
the nostril will be the time. I undertake to say you cannot give a pint of
beef-tea in that way in less than an hour.

Dr. Dacey.â€”Excuseme ; that is not my experience.
Dr. Boyd.â€”The same instrument I have been in the habit of using in the

stomach, only of a much larger size. We feed a dozen patients in an hour.
Dr. Tube.â€”Yes,introducing it into the stomach. But in case of spasm of

the glottis, what would be the result?
Dr. Btiyd.â€”Inever saw it fail.
Dr. Maura.â€”Wehave bad contrary opinions expressed upon this matter. I

certainly think it is a question of tlic very greatest importance. As far as my
experience has gone, 1 strongly sympathise with what you yourself and Dr.
Miuiusley said, viz., that you always prefer the stomach-pump very much to the
use of the nasal tube. This new mode which lias been suggested is of course
distinct from the tube; but I should be very much interested if we could, in
consequence of this conversation, come to any conclusion as to the risk of the
nasal tube ever getting into the trachea. Ido not myself ever remember a case
in which I could feel confident that it did get in. There have been one or two,however, in which I have bad a strong suspicion of it. Dr. Hunt's experience
seems to have been very great indeed. He says he has fed patients with tins
nasal tube every day of his life almost, and he did not ever have any accident.

The President.â€”In careful hands I presume the nasal tube is tolerably safe ;
however, as a general rule, no doubt the stomach tube by tlie mouth is far
safer.

Dr. Ilunt.â€”There have been more than one or two deaths from the stomach
tube.

Dr. Nonro.â€”Have you ever seen a tube that you could certify got into the
trachea ?

Dr. Hunt.â€”No, I never saw that. You can tell, from the first drop or two
of the liquid, if you are careful at first, because, of course, the spasm will be
set up.Dr. Belgrade read a paper onâ€”"THE USE OF THE BROMIDES or POTAS
SIUM,CADMIUM,ANDAMMONIUM,IN THE TREATMENTor INSANITT. (See
Part I, Clinical Cases.)

On the motion of the President a vole of thanks was accorded to Dr.
Belgrave for his interesting paper.

A vote of thanks was also passed to the President for his attention to thebusiness of the day, and to the President and 1'ellows of the Royal College of
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Physicians, for their courtes; in granting the use of the College for the
meeting.

The proceedings then terminated.

The annual dinner was held in the evening at the Langham Hotel ; Dr.
Wood, President, in the chair. Among the guests present were Dr. Jcnner,
Dr. Qtiain, Dr. Webster, Dr. Sieveking, Dr. Garrod, Dr. Stewart, Dr. Undeliffe,
Mr. Erichson, Mr. E. Hart, Mr. E. Sercombe, &e., &c.

Confession of Constance Kent.

The following letter appeared in the 'Times' of Monday, the
28th of August :

" SIR,â€”I am requested by Miss Constance Kent to communicate
to you the following details of her crime, which she has confessed
to Mr. Rodway, her solicitor, and to myself, and which she now
desires to be made public.

" Constance Kent first gave an account of the circumstances of
her crime to Mr. Rodway, and she afterwards acknowledged to me
the correctness of that account when 1 recapitulated it to her. The
explanation of her motive she gave to me when, with the permission
of the Lord Chancellor, I examined her for the purpose of ascertain
ing whether there were any grounds for supposing that she was
labouring under mental disease. Both Mr. Rodway and I are
convinced of the truthfulness and good faith of what she said
to us.

" Constance Kent says that the manner in which she committed
her crime was as follows :â€”A few days before the murder she ob
tained possession of a razor from a green case in her father's ward
robe, and secreted it. This was the sole instrument which she used.
She also secreted a candle with matches, by placing them in the
corner of the closet in the garden, where the murder was committed.
On the night of the murder she undressed herself and went to bed,
because she expected that her sisters would visit her room. She
lay awake watching until she thought that the household were all
asleep ; and soon after midnight she left her bedroom and went
downstairs, and opened the drawing-room door and window shutters.
She then went up into the nursery, withdrew the blanket from be
tween the sheet and the counterpane, and placed it on the side of the
cot. She then took the child from his bed, and carried him down
stairs through the drawing-room. She had on her night-dress, and
in the drawing-room she put on her goloshes. Having the child in
one arm, she raised the drawing-room window with the other hand,
went round the house and into the closet, lighted the candle, and
placed it on the seat of the closet, the child being wrapped in the
blanket, and still sleeping ; and while the child was in this position
she inflicted the wound in the throat. She says that she thought
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